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ABSTRÀCT

rhis descriptive study was designed to: 1 ) describe the
difficulties career women face on work re-entry after
childbearing, 2) identify the coping strategies they use,

and, 3) ascertain the resources which prevent or moderate

role strain. Twenty primiparous career v¡omen ranging from
25-34 years of â9ê, two to six months after the birth of
their infant, who had chosen to return to their careers
full-time, were interviewed.

Two data collection methods h'ere used. The first, a

focused semi-structured interview using a guestionnaire
which was piloted with four career vromen to evaluate the
tool. The second method was a non-structured self-report of
a stressful episode folrowed by a structured checklist of
non-ordered responses to that episode, using a tool
developed by Folkman and Lazarus (1980).

Numerous work re-entry concerns were identified. Both
problem and emotion-focused coping v¡ere used in ar1 reports
of a stressful episode. Resources identified appeared to be

individual women looking for individuar sorutions to
concerns frequently shared by other l¡omen in this study.

lV -
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Chapter I

INTRODUCTION

1.1 PURPOSE OF THE STUDY

The purpose of this study was to: 1 ) describe the
difficulties career women face on work re-entry after
childbearing, 2) identify the coping strategies they use and

3) ascertain the resources which prevent or moderate role
strain.

1.2 BACKGROUND OF THE STUDY

The acceptable time to bear children is changing. Rossi
(1980) has suggested that a phenomenon of the rate 1970's is
a variance in the timing and sequence of events in women's

lives, including the postponement of childbearing. canadian

fertility statistics over the rast two years confirm that
this trend is continuing in the BO's. order primigravidas
are increasing in frequency. In 1992 there s¡as a 4% rise
over 1981 in the rate of births to women aged 35-39 years in
canada (excruding Newfoundrand). rn Manitoba there v¡as a

7.9% increase for the same age group, second only to eritish
corumbia, the highest at 12.6% (statistics canada, 1gg4).

1-
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The implications of this trend for individuals, famiries
and society are only just beginning to attract the attention
of canadian researchers. For example Romaniuc (1984) states

"rt is fert that greater age differences between parents and

children affect chirdrearing and socialization although

there is very little research demonstrating how this
happens" (p 9). we appear to know even ress about how the

trend affects individual family members. women could be

especially affected by the trend towards l-ater childbearing.
rt is the woman who usually faces the issues of occupational
conseguences and practical parenting concerns (oaniels and

Weingarten, 1982). Having spent her early twenties in
pursuit of education, career and marriage she may feel
uneasy and lack confidence in her rol-e of parent. "rt may

seem that the two worlds of 'work' and 'home' are

irreconcirable" (scott, 1984). However, the statistics novr

show more order couples are making the choice to become

parents.

These changes in the cycle of childbearing r+i1r have

ramifications for health care professionals, especiarry
nurses. Clients wiIl present altered views of family
problems and health concerns. Discussion, assistance and

resorution of these problems wirl take neir forms. Nurses

have arways had the unique opportunity to work with crients
during the childbearing phase. we must be cognizant of new

trends, evaluate their impact on health behaviour and adjust
our nursing care to meet these new demands.



1 .3 STÀTEMENT OF THE PROBLEM AND RÀTIONALE FOR STUDY

Reproduction, particularly the first childbearing period,

has long been regarded as a developmental crisis for the

vroman (nibring 1959; Colman and Colman, 1971). It should be

noted, however, that other researchers (le t¡astersf 1957;

Hobbs, 1965, 1968) and reviewers (Rossi, 1968; Jacoby, 1969)

of the period, have questioned the labeling of the first
chiid's arrival as a "crisis" or even as a "normal crisis".
Meyerowitz and Feldman (1966) suggested focusing more on the

transition ". .. to a more mature and rewarding triadic
system" (p 8a). From a review of the literature this period

of adjustment is considered more a transitional time, a

period of adjustment which produces anxiety and a

disorganized state, âs well as increased potential for
learning and growth (Hrobsky, 1977). The process of roLe

transition to parenthood was charted by Rossi in 1969 and

continues to be used today (Hrobsky, 1977).

There are family changes which can be expected and do

have a strong normative component. The transition to
parenthood is usually considered to be of this variety. But

the change in economic and social systems that is taking
place today produces different family structures. Here, in
these new or modified families, there appears to be few

normative guidelines or expectations and for some situations
the variant norms collide with the more traditional norms.

I t was v¡ithin one of these nev¡er situations, the 'dual
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career family' (napoport and Rapoport , 1969) , that this
study had its f ocus. Do the particular eharacr_eristics of a

dual career family's situation affect the transition to
parenthood?

skinner (1980) cites a few studies which indicate that
coping generally in a 'dual career family' can be stressful.
This situation courd place the duar career couple at risk
for conflict during an already stressful period of
transition.

studies and reviews examining the relationships between

child rearing and dual careers are steadily increasing but
remain fragmented due to the comprexity of this issue.
Rapoport and Rapoport's study in 1969 explored the stress of

. a duar career relationship. They found five foci of stress
in dual career couple families. They were: overload
dilemmas, peFsonal norm dilemmas, diremmas of identity,
sociar network dilemmas and role cycring dil-emmas. This
framework continues to be a point of reference for later
researchers as they focus on fev¡er variables and

rerationships in the dual career famiry. Many researchers
have studied maternal employment as a variable. piotrkowski

and crits-christoph (1981), asking the question "rs the paid

occupational life of women in dual career families
significantly related to their family adjustment?" (p 1Zg),

found that women's experiences in their jobs do 'spirl over'
into the family realm and influence both positively and
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negativery the quality of famiry rerationships. Jimenez and

Newton (1982) also found job satisfaeLion to be positivel-,*,

rerated to adaptation to nev¡ mothering. rn turn a major

factor affecting job satisfaction t ot feetings about work,

is satisfaction with child care arrangements (garrerl and

Ridley, 1975) , an issue currentry being debated provincially
and examined by employers (McCrosky, 1982). How a couple

perceives the maternar employment is also significant in
respect to their parenting behaviors. stuck"y, McGhee and

BelI (1982) found that maternaL employment status in
comt¡ination with certain attitudes towards women's roles had

more impact on parental behaviors than maternar employment

status alone.

An increasing number of studies have exprored the effects
of maternal employment on a child's development (Hohenshil,

Hummel and Maddy-Bernstein, 1980; Hoffman, 1974, 1978;

Etaugh, 1974i Moore , 1978). The authors conclude that
maternal emproyment in itself has a limited influence on the

development of the young child and that such factors as

family circumstances or speciar situations may be more

critical than actual employment status.

These studies and reviews arl deal mainry with the chird
rearing phase of family development. There are few studies
which address the transitional phase between the post partum

period and work re-entry. we do not know how l¡omen prepare

or cope with the role transition to employed mother.
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This omission is important because in 1981 51.6% of.

Canadian women yrere emplolzed and 60.5% of these were

married. Between 1970 and 1980, the number of v¡omen in the
labour force increased by 63.3% (statistics canada, 1993).

Bumpass and sweet (1980), when examining the u.s. statistics
in more depth, reported that, of the 42 percent of women who

work at some point during pregnancy, 48 percent are stirl
working in the third trimester, and nearly one-quarter
return to work within four months after birth. Many women

are choosing to continue to return to their careers after
childbearing, and we are ill equipped to counser them,

because we do not know the issues they face.

rn the past, it has been assumed that the female career-
oriented employee shourd be a singre woman whose energy is
focused solery on her job. More recent studies and articres
confirm that career s¡omen increasingry are married with
children (Cox, 1978; Reiter and Cox, 197B; Meyers, 19g1).

Having children creates additional problems for the
professionar v¡oman. The arrival of chirdren rarely appears

to affect the occupationar invorvement of the father, but it
has a decided effect on that of the mother (Theodore, 1972¡

Dunlop, 1981).

society has yet to develop the resources working women

need after chirdbirth. If v¡omen are to reach their
potential in the career settings they need to be aware of
the scarce resources, and that home and career confricts may
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exist, and pran to deverop strategies for coping with them

if the¡r arise. These could include employment exit and re-
entry strategies during the childbearing phase. The stress
precipitated by the decision to bear a chird is difficult to
handre because neither the tradi'tional nor the emerging role
is met with hearty endorsement by society and neither comes

v¡ithout substantial hardship.

rn the past many women in industrial curtures tended to
be sheltered, guided and protected by a close community and

family network. Roles and expectations vrere clearly
defined. The ability to make decisions about work, hearth

care and family behavior was supported by rore moders who

shared the same values, beliefs and interests. This

traditional process, however, hindered development as an

individuar and did not incrude achievement as an ideal for
women (oakley, 1972). rt maintained the conventional model

of the nucrear, conjugar famiry. rn this model, the mare is
the head of the household, the female is the homemaker and

child caretaker and the family is seen as a strong, private
traditional institution. During a period of family
transition, child bearing for example, the family undergoes,

a period of re-organization, in which information is sought,

new decisions are made and coping strategies are used. The

traditional or conventionar model of the famiry provided a

role for this process. Today, with the phenomenon of

employed women, the institution of the family and the
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transitional .process of chird bearing/rearing has changed.

There are now ¡rr.u] tiple options f or child bear ing¡/rearing
decisions, single parent vs. couple, young parent vs. oLder

parent, v¡orking parent vs. ful1-time mother to name a few.

Many of these options refl_ect changing values anð/or
scientific advances such as the "pi11". one result of these
multipre options is that today women must often make

decisions in isolation, based on sketchy information due in
part to the lack of research data. Even the coping methods

used in the past may be ineffective today. we know that the
transition to parenthood is a time of stress (Rapoport and

Rapoport, 1963, 1965; Le Masters, 1957; Dyer, 1963; Russell,
1974; Rubin, 1975) and many women are returning to
employment after chirdbirth but v¡e know very littre about

how they do it.

we do know that once mothers have returned to employment

they face difficulty in chird care arrangements, feer guilty
about leaving their children (Hoffman and Nye, 1974¡

Galinsky, 1981) and experience rore overload (Rapoport and

Rapoport , 1979). They appear to lack flexibte working

schedules, have rimited opportunity for part-time careers,
experience forced separation from their infant/c|nitd and

have difficulty obtaining suitabre hearth care appointments.
Therefore, it would not be surprising to find evidence that
expectant and new mothers are experiencing concern about

their future career/mother role.
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The postpartum and earry parenting period are times of
great biological, social and pç,wcho1-ogicaL adjusLnnen+- f or

couples. It is a time of labi1ity, high energy out-put and

role transition.

The capacity of a family to change their configuration to
another, for example, the transition at childbirth from a

system containing the roles of "husband", "wife" and

"coupIe" to one containing the addition of "father",
"mother", "child", "parent" and "famiry" is highry dependent

upon their roles in other social systems (gain , 1g7g).

These sociar rores or "extrafamily ror-es" often arter when

the "intrafamily roIes" undergo transition as in the birth
of the first child to a couple where the woman vras

previously employed outside the home. where this adjustment

in employment is temporary, for example a !¡oman returns to
employment before the infant's first birthday, the new

family could be facing two adjustment periods. The first
nevJ conf iguration as a non-Ì¡orking new mother, the second,

in a reratively short period of timer âs a working mother.

There is the potential in this type of double transition
period for the early labire adjustment period of motherhood

to be two very different experiences the pre-employment

phase during early motherhood and the post-employment phase

during earry motherhood. How $¡omen view these two phases,

how they cope with the added transition, and what effect it
has in the development of their rore as a mother, needs to
be explored.
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rn light of these findiDgs, nursing's ability to promote

a heal-th¡r J- i f estirle wi r-h duaL career coupj-es dur ing the
postpartum and early parenting period would be enhanced by a

clearer understanding of the experience of career vromen and

the coping methods they use. In this lray those coping

methods which are generally considered helpful, can be

encouraged, supported and shared while those ptacing the

family at risk can be identified, discouraged and prevented.

specifically the problem this study addressed is the rack

of information about the concerns, coping strategies used

and resources available to women after childbearing who

intend to integrate motherhood and fuI1-time careers.

1 .4 THEORETICAL FRÀMEWORK

This study, designed to expand the nurse's understanding

of the concerns, coping strategies and resources available
to women who combine motherhood with careers, is based on a

twoford theoreticar fr.amework. These two frameworks are

roLe-transition and coping.

The conceptuar framework of role-transition provides the

major basis for understanding the concerns of new mothers

who intend to return to their careers. It has been

formalized by ÀIIen & van de vriert's (1982) dynamic moder,

shown schematically in Figure 1, and combines the advantages

of cross sectional and temporal perspectives. The context
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Figure 1. À Mode1 of the Role Transition process

Antecedent
Conditions

RoIe
Strain

and behavior oriented contr

as a point of departure for

takes into account the time

processes.

ibutions of role theory are taken

a model of transitions that also

dimension and interact ive

The model has six major components: antecedent

conditions; rol-e transition; role strain; reactions;

conseguences and moderators. Their temporal and cross-
sectional- features are briefly described by the researchers

"Àntecedent conditions are those phenomena which
underl-ie role transitions, that is, the potential
determinants that may (suddenly or graduaJ_Iy)
trigger a shift of the behavior expected of a
position incumbent. Generally, the transitions
will be perceived by the focal person, and wiLl be
experienced as an intrapsychic state of arousal-,
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excitement, or irritation called rore strain. Theperson's subsequent reactions consist ofeognitive, af f ectir,,e, and behavioral_ responses tothe strain produced by role transition. Theseinternar and externar responses (as werr as roretransition and role straiñ) may be precipitated byor moderated by environmental factors,
expectations, expectancies, and personality
characteristics of the focar perèon. Reaclionsthat appear following role stiain have
conseguences for antecedent conditions, roletransition, role strain, and subsequeni reactions(and accompanying beliefs and feelíngs).
sometimes consequences are direct (e]g., change inrole expectations, reduction of role ãtrain);alternatively, reactions may operate indireciry byfirst influencing other variabies (..g.,
perception of role sender, the focal ferson'sidentity) and then affecting the othei
components." (pp 10-11 ).

The model presents a continuous interactive process.
This study used this process as a framework for analyzing a

particurar situation the transition from mother to career
r.¡oman and mother.

À1r of us enact a variety of sociar roLes over the course
of life; the shedding of the student role for career y¡oman

or the more comprex change of mother/wife to career
woman/wife and mother. This 'roIe transition' is an

important type of change because it strongry influences the
behavior and social identity of alr who participate in the
process.

Às a person moves from one set of position expectations
to another, their social position, the cultural norms and

their behaviors usuarly arter (alren & van de vliert , lggz).
A woman shifting from mother to a career woman situation is
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an example of a changed set of position expectations. rf at
the end of the work-ing day a career woman becomes a mother

again, she can be said to be transforming the latent
position of mother into a manifest one. This is considered
to be successive occupance of at least two positions. The

change experienced in this situation is temporary as one

rore is expected to be latent during the activity of the

other. when a r¡oman is at work she acts as an employee, not
as a mother. If nonetheless the tvro positions are activated
at the same time, the career woman/mother may find it
difficult if not impossible to conform simurtaneously to the
two distinct set of rore expectations and inter-rore
conflict is observed (van de vriert , 1982). The contrasting
sets of rore expectations cause doubt about one's behavior
and resurting rore strain. The term 'strain' is being used

to refer to the subjective counterpart of the objective
conditions or stressors that are responsibre for producing

an impact on the individuar (nahn and euinn, 1970). Às a

subjective or phenomenal state, strain is experienced by the
focar person in the form of acute cognitive and affective
disturbance, i.e., discomfort, disequilibrium, anxiety,
perplexity and uneasiness (ellen and van De vliert , 1994).

How a woman pranning to return to her career after
childbirth copes with the impending separation of roles is
not known. The role transition may be smooth but the more

common state of affairs is f.or a significant amount of
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strain to occur even when the shift is desired and when

optimal conditions prevail (t'tinkler and Bi1ler, 1979.\ .

Research has shown that the mere fact of change itself will
usually produce strain (Masuda and Holmes, 1967 ) and some

form of coping will take pIace.

The level of intensity of strain produced by role
transition will vary from person to person depending on the

presence or absence of moderating factors. These moderators

consist of numerous individual (".g.Iocus of control, serf
esteem, cognitive structure) and environmental (e.g. social
network, support system, centrality of role to self)
variabres (erlen & van de Vriert , 1982). These variables
may aIlow increased precision in predicting individual
differences in reaction.

Rore strain (ttre subjective counterpart of the objective
conditions or stressors) is an unpleasant experience (elren

& Van de Vliert, 1982). When facing an adverse state of
affairs, an individual witr engage in a variety of reactions
in an attempt to reduce the intensity of the experience to a

more tolerable level (nahn et â1., 1964). It is the

identification of the objective conditions or stressors
causing strain and the resurting effects on the new mother

who intends to return to her career, that require
explorat i on .
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schematically apprying Alren & van de vriert,'s model
(Fiorlre 1) lo l-hc mnlhar t-a ¡âÉÃÃ - /-^rr-^- !----: !: --vs! eçL nvtt.øtL./t ¡llvLrlgI L!Ctll5J, LIOI¡

we obtain a clearer picture of the mother's transition
process (rigure 2). This study obtained a general overview
of concerns mothers may have¡ ês they consider the
transition from mother to career woman/motherr âs werl as

identifying a situation specific major concern. However,

due to the nature of "reactions" or "coping" and the
limitations of this study only a single major concern vras

isolated and forrowed through for the identification of
coping behaviours. (rigure 3).

A second conceptual framework, that of 'copiñ9', was

necessary to address the questions surrounding the
management of stressful situations. Forlowing the lead of
McGrath (1970) coping lras defined as the overt and covert
behaviours individuars use to prevent, arleviate or respond
to stressfur situations (p. 33). This definition
encompasses behaviours directed towards altering the
perception of stress and the emotionar distress associated
with life problems as wetl as efforts to alleviate stressful
situations. coping can occur before, during or after a

stressful situation (p. 34-36). preventative coping is used

to deter a potentially stressful situation. when a
stressfur situation can not be prevented, anticipatory
coping can sometimes arleviate some of the impact,
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Figure 2. Model of the

the Ca reerwoman/Mother

Role Transition
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1

I
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Finarly reactive coping responses can, and usually do, occur
following a sLressful situation.

To some extent adjustments are inevitable when a new and

unfamiliar role supersedes an ord famiriar one (e.g. career
woman to ful1-time mother). However, there are arso
adjustments required whe'n repeating successive positions are
adopted (..g. mother to career/woman to mother etc.).
unrike the shedding occurring in permanent role changes,

successive role changes can bring considerable strain when

the two positions have contrasting role expectations (van

der vliert, 1982). with respect to this role strain and

famiry life patterns, some writers have suggested that our
future may hold a comprete porarization of career coupres

and families as an inevitabre consequence of the strain of
the dual careerism trend.

whether a new mother planning on returning to her career
is fully aware of these issues and has been abre to use

preventative anð,/or anticipatory coping, or wiIl use

reactive coping is unknown. rf she is aware of the issues
and perceives them as having the potential for rore strain,
she may have chosen to make preparations for preventing or
reducing the undesired conseguences of a stressfurl
condition. rf she is unaware of the stressful situation or
does not perceive the stressor as a threat, she probabry

will have littre choice but to engage in reactive coping if
strain occurs. Both distinctions, coping before or after
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the onset of stress, can be considered the process of
coping.

several authors have proposed general moders that outline
the steps involved in the process of coping (tyrer , 197g¡

Lazarus, 1976 and Janis 1974). Tyler (1979) suggests a

three-stage process. First, during the search and organize
stage, a person seeks out and evaluates behavioural
alternatives. Thenr'during the stage of imprementation, the
person implements or tries out the approach. Finalry,
during the curminate, conclude, and redefine stage, the
person performs affective and cognitive tasks which enable
acceptance. of the stressful situation and the way in which
it has been dealt with. These steps are seen as the same

for preventative, anticipatory and reactive coping.

The efforts made during the process of coping, what a

person actually thinks and does, are coping strategies
(Folkman and Lazarus, 1980). rf the new mother has been

av¡are of the rore issues she may face, she may have decided
to act. rt is these actions that are captured under ccping
strategies.

rn summary, this study used the conceptual framework of
role transition to provide basic structure and a sense of
the passage of time within this structure. The shift from
one role to another and the resurting role strain can be

described. The example of a new mother returning to her
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career is viewed as a repeated successive position which

nC)ssib'lv l-â'trcÊc = fnrm nf rnlo elro.in ^-ll^¡:-!^- -^ì-Ë_-____J _'_... ¡v¿v ùu!s¡¡¡ eq¿¿g\J r¡¡LE;l-_l-(J-Le

conflict. The way in which nev¡ mothers prepare or cope with
this inter-rore conflict is seen as a process involving
various coping strategies.

1 .5 RESEÀRCH OUESTIONS

To provide a basis for investigation, the forrowing
questions were formulated, which focused on the specific
aspects of the problem studied:

1. what are the work re-entry concerns facing primiparous
women as they prepare to return to their careers?

2. How do primiparous women cope with work re-entry
stressors prior to returning to their careers?

3. which resources prevent or moderate the stress of rol_e

transition for primiparous women as they prepare to
return to their careers?

1.6 ASSTMPTTONS

i) People are actively responsive to forces that impinge on

them.

ii) "career" women wi11 experience role strain during rore
transition due to the adjustments which are necessary

when the recentry adopted rore of mother is superseded

by the new unfamiliar role of career woman/mother.
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1.7 LIMITATIONS

The study is rimited in that the findings cannot be

generalized to other stressful events. Folkman and Lazarus
(1980) have found that coping styles are more variabre than

consistent from one stressfur event to another. However,

given that there is no generally acceptable categorization
of coping strategies and given the more clinicarly usefur
information obtained from situation-specific assessments,

this emphasis may be more appropriate to nursing research
and practice than is the use of a normative approach
(Panzarine, 1985).

The theoretical concepts used in the development of the
interview schedure, role transition and career development,

could result in subjects having difficulty understanding
some of the questions. This courd create biased findings.
In an attempt to control for this the interview schedule v¡as

deveroped for Grade 9 reading lever using a formula

described by Fry ( 1 968 ) .

The instrument used to measure coping responses has a

concurrent varidity of 78% agreement and a reliabirity of
80% based on a population 45-65 years of age (Folkman and

Lazarus' 1980). The use of this instrument with a

population 25-35 years of age may have altered Lhe

instrument's varidity. To the researcher's knowledge it is
not known if coping responses stabitize or change
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developmentally over time. However, Ha11 in 1972, found

there were no consistent trends in the type of s+-rateglr

employed as a function of life style. The variations in
coping shown by subjects appear to depend more on their
particular life situation than on their Iife style for
example dual career relationships.

The sample size is smalr (n=20) but of sufficient size to
supply fertile data. The researcher did not use a
controrred randomization technique due to the difficurty in
accessing this population. Instead, areas of sample

collection were broadened and city, urban and rural women

v¡ere included to access a range and depth of data in a

relatively uncharted area.

To reduce the sample bias of selecting only vlomen who

naturally seek professional health care, ie., attending
prenatal classes, other areas of correction which are non

health related were sampled, i.e., employees and club
members.

The study is also rimited in that it represents only the

women's perspective in a duar career rerationship. Further,
it is limited to the responses of professionar women and

thus excludes employed women who have to work but do not

consider their work to be a career.

Reca1l misrepresentation may have affected the responses

to the Ways of Coping Checklist. Participants may have
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responded in a generally acceptabre manner rather than with
an a,nswer which aceurateJ-,v ref lects their beha.,'iour.

1.8 DEFINITION OF TERMS

For the purpose of this study, the following terms have

the connotations indicated below:

1. Dual career famity: one in which both spouses pursue

careers while also caring for at least one chiId.
2. Career: paid employment outside the home which is

personally salient, with a developmental sequence and to
which a high degree of commitment is required.

3. Rore strain: the experience of stress associated with a

pos i t i on or expec ted rol-e .

4. Role conflict: the result of a person holding several
positions that are incompatible with one another or when

a single position has expectations that are mutually
incompatible.

5. stress: external- objective conditions or stressors that
are responsible for producing an internal impact on an

individual.
6. Motherhood: a dynamic, complex, more or less culturalry

determined, Iearned role which has the responsibility
for the task or caring for one or more children.

7. Puerperium: the six-week period following the birth of a

chi Id.
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8. concerns: areas of special interest or worry to career
mothers.

9. Fourth Trimester: the first three months after the birth
of a child.

1 .9 STIMMÀRY

The purpose of the study was to 1 ) describe the
difficulties career women face on work re-entry after
childbearing, 2) identify the coping strategies they use and

3) ascertain the resources which prevent or moderate rol,e

strain. The theoreticar framev¡ork of rore transition was

combined with coping theory to provide both a sense of
structure and process for the transition from mother to
career v¡oman and mother. Tt also provided direction for the
extensive literature review.



Chapter I I

LTTERÀTURE REVIEW

2.1 INTRODUCTION

À review of the cumulative rndexes to Nursing Literature,
Psychorogical Àbstracts, sociar science Abstracts,
Àdministrative Abstracts, social work Abstracts and rndicus
Medicus was done from 1g7s to the present time. This study
was exploratory in nature using a role transition framework

and coping theory to guide and focus the riterature review.
The reoccuring themes and concerns found in this body of
literature were career and coping, childbirth and career,
attitudes towards women and work, concerns in the postpartum
period, derayed parenting, and resource use by mothers. The

literature review is presented under these headings.

2.2 CÀREER AND COPING

That the married career r.roman experiences many sources of
strain in her dual-career marriage is werr documented

(ge¡uington, 1973; Berman, sacks and Lief, lgTs; Burke and

weir, 1976; st. John-parsons, 1g7g). How well she copes

with the strain is less werl defined. Generalry, early
studies indicate a remarkabre tendancy for dual-career

24
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spouses to use denial- as a major coping mechanism (Rapoport

and F-apoport , 1971¡ l{orms+-rcm, 1972}. pol-oma (i9i2) ,

however, found more variation: dissonance reduction;
priorization techniques; compartmentalization of rores and

compromising of career aspirations. compromise is a common

coping strategy noted in much of the dual-career literature
as a r.¡ay of reduc ing stress and making the r i f e-style
manageable (Epstein, 1971; Heckman, Bryson and Bryson,
1977).

Bebbington (1g73) studied the backgrounds of dual-career
wives (n=14) seeking to identify the reasons certain women

adopt this stressful rifestyre. He concl-uded that the
choice of a highry stressful rife styre was consistent with
these women having learned to adapt to a greater than usual
degree of tension and stress producing conditions during
childhood and adolescence. similar resurts v¡ere reported in
a study (n=10) by St. John-parson (1978).

while these studies suggest these l¡omen have good coping
abirities which could be utirized in the child bearing
experience, they are very rimited in generalizability due to
the small sampre sizes. The sampres also may not be

representative of dual career women due to the possibility
of a sample bias. The coupJ.es used were well estabrished
and their careers and family development were stabre with
role changes less freguent in a prateau phase of the family
cycre. The family stage and various deveropmental phases

within each stage are important variables.
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PoIoma, Pendleton, and Garland's ( 1 981 ) study, using
Duvo'l L's (1-q71) f anii-y l-if e stages f ound consi,ierabie
differences betv¡een the characteristics of the early famity
life stages and later stages. younger duar career couples
are somewhat more likery to feel stress and strain in their
relationships r+ithout being abre to emproy proven coping
behaviours. several- studies rend support to this. rn a

study of 196 couples where both spouses were psychologists
Bryson, Bryson and Johnson (1978) found younger couples did
report a greater degree of marital dissatisfaction,
particularly the wife, where there r.rere younger chirdren.
Rore conflict due to confricting demands of nev¡ parenting
and career was found to be a significant diremma for most of
the sixteen families interviewed in Rapoport and Rapoport's
study (1969).

The timing of childbearing could infruence a career
couple's ability to cope, the options avairabre and their
feering of satisfaction. Many couples are choosing the
option of dual career parenting but we are uncl_ear about how

well- they manage the transition process.

2.3 CHILDBIRTH AND CÀREER

chirdbirth can be viewed as a cruciar point in a woman's

career and parental rore. Rapaport et ar (1966) outrined
the critical importance of events at transition points from

one role to another, discussing the processes of
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organization, disorganization and restructuring that shourd
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life-cyc1e and the career-cycIe can be seen as being
punctuated by these points of reorganization which tend to
be accompanied by a certain degree of turbulence and

confrict. The fourth trimester can be viewed as the
beginning of a period of preparation when a new structure of
person-in-role is being worked out.

Dual-career couples, especiarly those experiencing
childbearing for the first time, face unique rnajor decisions
regarding their sex rores. wilr the employed expectant
mother assume a traditional role, remaining at home with the
baby? rf. not, who will care for the infant? rhe stress of
role choices that surround the dual-career coupre are
comprex and could have lasting effects on the family unit.

There is disagreement in the riterature as to whether

career vJomen or noncareer women experience greater role
conflict with the maternar rore. Majewski (19g6) found that
mothers with careers tended to experience more role conflict
between their v¡orker, self, and spouse roles than mothers
r+ith jobs. rn contrast Horahan and Girbert (197g) found that
noncareer h'omen experienced greater rore conflict. rt
appears that role conflict exists for both career and

noncareer working women and that it could impede transition
to the maternal role.
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À few studies have found that a woman's commitment to her
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Although there are exceptionsr câreer women typically both

desire, and are accustomed to attaining, rerativery high
leveIs of achievement (Barnett, 1971; Rice, 1979).

sheretsky and Yarrow (1973) found many of the primiparae

reported being in conflict over when and whether to stop
work. sheehan (1981) also fcund greater confrict among the
v¡omen who planned an early return to work. These hTomen had

great difficulty in the transition to motherhood. Douglas
(1968) identified a conflict factor in postpartum adjustment

between the wish to pursue a career and the desire for a

chiId. CIearIy these studies and reports indicate stressful
periods during the early child-bearing stage (Duvar1, 1977)

which require sound coping skiIIs.

This period of transition is also interestingly
infruenced by job satisfaction. Jimenez and Newton (19e2)

using a questionnaire, in a terephone survey (n=120), found

that r{omen who were satisfied with their job, payr co-
workers and chances for advancement adapted well to
chirdrearing. rhis finding supports the early work of
Sears, Maccoby and Levin (1957), who concluded that a

woman's enjoyment of her job does not mean it wirl interfere
with her acceptance of the maternal role.

It appears that working women do experience some confrict
between employment and motherhood. The working woman's
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ability to handre this conflict may be in part a reflecÈion
of. her coping skills. The suecessf ul_ stlz j_e of coping bi,

accomplished, satisfied career v¡omen may be refrected in
Jimenez and Newton (1982) and sears, Maccoby and Levin's
(1957 ) work.

Lastly, Jimenez and Newton (1982) found that v¡omen who

reported more job interest tended to wait longer before
starting a famiry. This suggests that perhaps pranning or
career accomplishments reduce the conflict surrounding much

of the childbearing/postpartum period for the working woman.

Generarly, it appears rore conflict exists for working

women entering the chirdbearing stage. rf they are secure

and satisfied in their work, they may be better able to cope

with the rore confrict during this period of transition.

2.4 ÀTTITUDES TOWARDS WOMEN ÀND WORK

That most women wish to become mothers is supported by

the studies of Poloma (1981), yoharem (1979), and Tangri
(1972) . Bryant (1977 ) surveyed 1 ,s22 adult r.romen in the

united states about their attitudes towards work. The women

were categorized according to the type of outrook they

expressed regarding women's roles: traditionar, barancing or
expanded outrook. Harf of all respondents stated that the

idear life wourd be to stay home when their children $¡ere

young but to combine a job and homemaking throughout the
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rest of their working lives. In 1982, Frankel et aI found

that the women in his study fel-t that women genera'l ]y were

expected to be employed most of their adult lives. The

sample of 238 mostly upper middle class white women, ages

23-82, 39% of. whom v¡ere themselves employed, supported the

idea that this change in social expectation had already

occurred.

It appears in the literature that many women want to

combine career, marriage and motherhood, in fact it is

expected that they do by society. The dual career

relationship is very stressful and requires a great deal of

adjustment. The addition of the role of mother is also

stressful yet the process of this transition is really

uncharted for the career woman. We do have a few facts

about the employment patterns of married women.

Sorensen (1983) in a longitudinal study found that highly

educated women are less like1y to leave the labour force

when the first child is born. Women marrying late vrere noL

more like1y to leave the labour force when the first child
is born; quite the contrary. In addition, women who

postpone the first birth also are less likely to leave when

the birth takes place. The postponement of marriage (and

childbearing) has a positive effect on women's attachment to

the labour force.
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Litt1e is known about the career line or typology of

career de.¿eI opment f or women " Pol-om-a,- Pendl-eton and Garland

(1981) found that the career lines for married women are

very different from those of men. They identified 4 types:

1 . Regular Career Line.

2. Interrupted Career Line.

3. Second Career.

4. Modified-second Career.

Career women in this study faII into the Regular Career

Line category. À regular career is one where the person,

upon leaving school enters employment or training followed

by employment with minimal interruption. Regular careers

usually involve fuIl-time employment and the career is

integrated with each of the stages of childbearíng/rearing

with minimal interruption. Poloma et al found that, almost

without exception, married professional women with children

found it necessary to compromise their professional careers.

Hence the career lines of women are different from their

male counterparts, and would produce different types of

stress.

The birth of the first child necessitiates changes within

the couple relationship and within the woman's career line.

The woman's capacity Lo cope with these changes, given

society's expectations and attitudes, needs further study.
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2.5 CONCERNS IN THE POSTPÀRTUM PERTOD

The general experiences in the post partum period have

been broadly documented in the literature, and the early
weeks after the birth of a baby have been identified as a

stressful time (le Masters, 1957; Dyer, 19G3; Ross, 1968¡

Rubin, 1975; Gruis, 1977; Harrison and Hicks, 1980; and

Bennett, 1981). Numerous studies have been conducted to
explore mood changes ranging from tearfulness to crinical
depression forrowing childbirth (Braverman and Roux, 1978.¡

Hayworth et â1, 1980; playfair and crowers, 1981¡ Kendell et
af, 1981¡ and Orr and James, 1984). These reports have

produced widely varying results possibly due to some

researchers referring to psychotic depression and others to
less extreme states. All studies confirm the existence of a

rerationship between the post partum period and a mental

health concern, and some studies found longer lasting
effects.

There are other concerns that primiparas and multiparas
have. Gruis (1977) surveyed 40 mothers ages 1B to 36, one

month after delivery, in the United States. AII mothers

delivered a normal infant who v¡as discharged from the

hospital with the mother. The mothers did not have

complications that required a longer than 4 day hospital
stay and the mother v¡as living with the father of the baby

at the time of the study. The items presenting the major

concerns were:
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1. the return of their figure
) rê.rrrl ai- i nrr ¿lamanriq aF hrrql-ranri - horlqcwork and r-hi 'l drcn

3. emotional tension

4. fatigue

5. infant behaviour

6. finding time for self .

Overall, the items relate primarily to the tasks of physical

restoration and incorporation of a new family member.

Harrison and Hicks (1980) also confirmed the existence of

the many concerns women have in the early postpartum period.

Seventy percent of the respondents (n=250) were concerned

about regulating family demands, fatigue and emotional

tension, the return of their figure to normal, exercise, and

diet. Fewer women, but still 50-69 percent of the

respondents, were concerned about infant feeding and infant

behaviour. Thel¡ also f ound that vromen with two or more

children have significantly fewer total concerns, however,

the difference lay with the number of minor concerns rather

than the number of major concerns. The independent

variables: maternal agei maternal education; number of

children; maternal employment; family socioeconomic curve;

attendance at pre-natal classes; number of public health

nurse visits; participation in care of infant in hospital;

length of hospital stay; method of infant feeding, and

perception of stress, did not have a significant effect on

the rank order of the concerns the women identified. This
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suggests that the concerns appry to most mothers regardless
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not address the specific concerns of the mother who intends
to return to her career.

Bennett in 1981 explored the 'common reality' of the
puerperal experience in England by surveying initialry 30

women to obtain a list of concerns. Ninety items were

identified and rated by a further 4g mothers prus 12 of the
previous 30 subjects. À1r subjects had been parous in the
previous 12 months. The findings supported the notion of a

'common reality' described as a shared pattern of experience
and produced a slightly different rating of concerns than
did Cruis in 1977. Bennett's rating was:

1. Sleep disturbances

2. Total dependance of baby

3. Babies crying when cause can't be found

4. Worries about baby's health
5. Lack of freedom.

Bennett's study did find that 'giving up work' was rated
as fourth in importance in the rifestyle change category but
this would include, r suspect, those who gave up work

permanently as well as those who were on maternity leave or
changing employment. The timing of the studies courd
account for the differences in the rating of the subject's
concernsr âs many studies indicate the transition to the
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parenting role has social, psychological, physical and
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considered a process. The longitudinal method of study

better describes, generally, the transition period. Frankel

and Wise (1982) used the longitudinal approach with lrorking

women and identified some of the implications of delayed

parenting. They found that the stage of career development

influenced the mother's success as a parent while lrorking

outside the home.

The stage of career development appears to be an

important variable. Rapoport and Rapoport (1966) in their
study of Work and Familv in Contemporarv Society include

'1ife cycle stages' in their conceptual framework. They

felt that it was critical to our understanding that we

consider life cycle stages when making generalizations about

work-family relations (p. 386). Work and family spheres

have their ov¡n sequence of stages. The timing of critical
role transitions may determine the ease or difficulty in

coping and reaching a satisfactory outcome. Thus, in the

early career-establishment phase, married individuals must

to some degree accomodate the demands of the work situation
to domestic life (p. 391). Later, in the established career

stage, the situation may more easily be revised. Though

their study centered more on the career development of

males, I would conjecture dual career development in a

marriage increases the complexity of the accommodating
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behaviour necessary for transition. one could specurate

that adding the birth of a first ehild to thi-s earll'stage
of career development courd result in a very different
situation compared to that of the rater established career
stage situation.

when babies arrive they bring their own particular needs

and characteristics to the dual career couple's
rerationship. Pedersen (1975) found a baby's individual
temperament interacts with both parents' personarities,
determining the guarity and specific characteristics of the
adaptation the family achieves. This v¡as confirmed by

Roberts (1983) who studied the impact of infant behavior on

the ease of transition to parenthood. rrritabre babies are
particularly stressful for parents. crockenberg (1991) found

that social support was the best predictor of secure

attachment for these mother/infant pairs. Littre attention
has been given to the rol-e of infant characteristics despite
a growing recognition that interaction is a reciprocal
process invorving both mother and infant (sameroff, 197s).

Grossman et aI (1980) found an extremely crose tie
between mother and first chiId, rasting at least through the

first year of the baby's life. These chirdren seemed

strongly caught up in their relationships with their
mothers. How this rerationship affects a mother's ability
to return to work after the birth of her first chird is
unknown.
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rnfant care requirements can have a direct rerationship
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practices are directry influenced by employment. sieber and

Midgette (1985) found 38% of the women they interviewed
cited "returning to work" as their primary reason for
weaning their infant. Goodine and Fried (1994) reported
that 18 women in their study who changed feeding practices
(n=112) between 6 months and 12 months did so because they
returned to work or school at that point. rn a study by

chapman, Macey, Keegan, Borum and Bennett (1985), so% (n=44)

of the breastfeeding mothers expressed concern, mainly in
the form of ambivalence, about returning to work or school.
This concern peaked during the 5th week and 3rd month. one

reason for this ambivalence could be that mothers frequently
must change their mode of mitk expression. Manuar or
electric breast milk expression is a skill that must be

acquired by breastfeeding mothers, before returning to work
(Reinfsnider and Myers, 1985). Fierdhouse (19g4) found in
his study that order mothers in "high" socio-economic groups

vrere far more likely to breastfeed. This suggests career
women may make decisions around these issues.

Locating and arranging for good chirdcare can also be

stressful (Dun1op, 1981). Making the necessary medical

appointmenLs for routine immunizations or health assessments

can be difficult to arrange. Reiter and cox (1979)

interviewed 20 career women and found thal child care tasks
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quickly took priority over household tasks which meant that
the subjects had to learn to live with more dieorrler rhen

before, which was at times frustrating.

Direct comparison of these studies reveals that there is
a murtiplicity of concerns and probably a 'common reality'
of experience during the puerperal time. The influence of
social changes such as women's employment patterns do

impinge on adjustment in the fourth trimester. The effects
of employment on the 'common rearity' of the chirdbearing
experience need further exploration.

2.6 DELAYED PARENTING

Education at marriage has been found to be the most

important predictor of age at first birth (Rindfuss and st.
John, 1983). career development usually reguires an

aggregate of educational or experiential time both of which
would tend to deray parenting by the career vroman.

Hogan (1979) found that order pregnant women have special
concerns. They identified feelings of dispracement,
belonging neither with their peers nor the younger women;

and shame, reveared by pregnancy evidence that she was

sexually active; or simply...."that one doesn't become

pregnant in middre age." (p. 176). These concerns may or
may not be carried over into the postpartum period depending

on the woman's coping abirities. Frankel and wise (19g2) in
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int.erviews and questionnaires found older mothers . . . "felt
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splitting their time between motherhood and career and found

decision making difficult. when a baby has been so rong

awaited, the fears of losing it may be intense and this can

complicate the decision making process (p. 224). These

older mothers also felt they had ressened energy, and lack
of freedom to space children. Their study arso suggested

that the concerns of the younger career women , 23 to zg

(average age 26, n=10) were often different than those of
the older mothers 33 or order (average age 36, n=1s). The

sample size is small (n=25) but the method did arrow for a

descriptive approach touching on and exproring areas

difficurt to access by questionnaire. The study vras over a

6-rnonth period therefore it may have identified concerns for
the order mother or career women that surface after the
4-week period that vras used by Harrison and Hicks (197g).

rn contrasL, Mercer (198s) found that, arthough different
age groups tend to function at different levels of
proficiency, the pattern of behaviors over the first year

did not vary (except for gratification in the role). This
indicates that the maternal rore presented simirar
challenges for arr women and courd be likened to Bennett's
(1981) notion of a 'common reality ', a rearity which courd

last through the first year of motherhood.
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Many career women have delayed childbearing untir their
careers are established. This dela¡z appears t-o reveal a

perception of a different experience for these women, yet
the process of maternal rore attainment appears to be

similar for all age groups of vromen. Further knowledge

about the process of this experience would be herpful.

2.7 RESOURCE USE BY MOTHERS

Given the large number of postpartum concerns and the
specific areas of concern identified by Gruis (1977),

Bennett (1981) and Harrison & Hicks (19g0), as well_ as the
specific concern of the order parent, how does the 'average'
mother generally cope? Most studies do not separate
employed from non-employed mothers. Guillot, as earry as

1964, found that in her study of 131 postpartum mothers most

of the mothers had pranned for postpartum herp during their
pregnancy (p. 148). rn 1977, Gruis found that the vast
majority of her group (n=40) sought help from their husbands

and that none of the mothers used the nurse as a source of
help. In contrast, Kemp in 198or using a terephone survey
of 125 mothers, f ound that books ,were Lhe main source of
information for mothers (36.8%) wittr professional_ herp being
a close second (34.4-36.0%). However Harrison and Hicks
(1978) confirmed Gruis's findings that the most frequentry
used resource was the husband. The next most frequentry
used resources were the doctor, and books/pamphlets. The
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nurse v¡as fifth. Despite nurses' professional activities
with r.".others their are not the most f requentJ-y i.¡sed resoure e.

A slight difference in resource use occurs when concerns

rerating only to the infant are measured. Here the doctor
comes first, then books/parnphrets and husband third. The

nurse remains fifth. These differences may be accounted for
by the mother's specific needs. The type of assistance she

needs, physical, informationar, emotionar or professional
could dictate which resource she seeks to utilize. unlike
concerns, resource utilization yras found to be influenced by

some of the independent variables. specifically, maternal
age had a significant limiting effect on the use of the

subject's mother as a resource. It is possible that order
mothers may have more difficulty using this resource person.

Às many order mothers tend to be career women this could
suggest a different resource utirization pattern. rn fact
Frankel and wise (1982) found the trend among the older
parents (n=15, average age 36) was the utilization of a

careLaker in the home or of a family type day care

arrangement. often mothers created support groups for
themselves. unfortunately, the opportunity to cornpare this
study's resource utilization pattern is hampered by the rack

of information about the timing of the interview in relation
to the birth. Does the utilization pattern or type of
resource used alter with time? we do know, however, that in
this study the first interview was before the baby was six
months old. The resources a career woman may need during
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the childbearing phase have not specifically been

iâonrifio.l

2.8 STIMMÀRY

This revieÌ{ of these, the most recent studies, indicates
that overall there is a simirarity of concerns during the
late postpartum period, but littre is known about the
concerns of mothers planning to return to work. An attempt
to document the experiences of this particular group of
women courd further expand our knowledge base at a time when

large numbers of women are choosing to combine motherhood

and career. what are the specific concerns of career women

as they prepare for work re-entry? what are the coping
styles they use? which resources do they find usefur during
this period of transition? Research shows career v¡omen face
probrems which are subtle and complex. They rive in an age

of change and are part of a transition generation who live
vrithout a clear precedent. The addition of motherhood into
their already busy lives presents a challenge few

researchers have responded to.
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3.2

Chapter I I I

RESEÀRCH DESIGN

3 . .1 
T NTRODUCTI ON

This study was designed to explore and describe the work

re-entry concerns of primiparous career women in Manitoba.

Qualitative and guantitative data were collected using an

investigator developed Interviev¡ Schedule and a self

reporting tool developed by Folkman and Lazarus (1980).

SUBJECTS

.1 Tarset Population

The population selected for this study was primiparous

women in the period two to six months after the birth of

their first baby. All subjects had chosen to return to

their careers within 6 months of the birth of their baby.

Maternity leave varies from employer to employer. To obtain

a base line for maternity leave, a Government service was

used. The Manitoba Government's Maternity Benefit, when

combined with an employer's benefit, usually covers 18-20

weeks leave of absence. This benefit appears to be started

approximately two weeks before the expected date of

confinement. In practical terms the mother $¡as facing her

-43
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actual return to work usually between three and five months

after the birth.

The literature is sparse regarding the variables involved

in the mother's preparation and adjustment for work re-entry

after the birth of her first child. The literature does

indicate that the first few months at home produce many

general conflicts and stresses (Larsen, 1966, Burke and

Wier, 1976) . Specif ically, breastfeeding mothers' concerns

about returning to work peaked around the 3rd post partum

month (Chapman, €t a1., 1985). rhis indicated a fertile

data collection time for this study.

Sheehan (1981) found that'vromen who planned to return to

work early, defined as six to nine weeks postpartum (p. 20),

had the most difficulty in the initial transition to

motherhood. How these women coped with the transition back

to the workforce is unknown. The later part of this group

of women is included in the sample. Àvailablity of an

infant care facility also influenced the choice of the

investigator's interviewing period, as Day Care centers do

not admit infants under 12 weeks without special permission

from the Program Director (the Community ChiId Day Care

Standards Act of 1982). The date of return to the work

force, and hence the interview, was affected by the

availability of suitable child care arrangements.



The rationale for selecting mothers with a first
came f rom the literature re'rated to the deveJ_opment

maternal behaviour which acknowredges that the exper

and concerns of mothers of second or rater children
different (garrison and Hicks, 197g; Oakley, 19gO).
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baby

^€

i ences

may be

This study was based on two crosely rinked critical
transitions in the life cycle, the birth of the first baby

and the return to work. To allow for data collection when a

period of time greater than six months from the birth of the
baby has elasped prior to work re-entry would have reduced

the mutuar influence and artered the patterns of task
accomprishment necessary for the new status required.
coping is a process which takes prace through time in a

nonlinear manner. Its effects alter the meaning of a

situation and therefore arter the l-evers and kinds of stress
involved at various stages of task accomplishment (Mechanic,

1970). A mother preparing for work re-entry who has spent a
year at home with her child may present very different
concerns from those of a mother who has spent only two

months at home.

The Rapoports (1971) identified three broad work

patterns:

". . . "conventional" where the vloman drops hercareer when she marries or has childreñ,
"interrupted" where the woman stops roorking whenthe children are smalr but intendé to resume hercareer 1ater, and "continuous" where the womaninterrupts her career only minimally, or not atall, when she has children."(p. ZO) 

"
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This study concentrates on the "continuous" pattern, not

only because it is the fastest growing pattern and lzet

occurs with little precedent in social history, but because

it is a highly stressful creative pattern in need of
investigation.

3.3 THE SAMPLE

The subjects were selected using a convenience, non-

probability sampling method due to the difficulty of

accessing this target popuration two to six months after the

birth of their baby.

Formal requests for a totar of twenty subjects vlere made

to various health and occupational settings in Manitoba:(1)
Department of Hea1th - Winnipeg Region, (2) Department of

Health - Eastman Region, (3) Department of Health

Interlake Region, (4) City of Winnipeg public Health, (5)

Business Women's CIub, and (6) Women's Network group

(Àppendix E). Àn abstract of the study was enclosed with the

reguest (Àppendix À).

The technique of snowball sampling was also used, again

due to the difficulty of accessing and identifying this
population by ordinary means. women who $¡ere invited to
participate were arso asked to contact any of their friends
or acguaintances who also meL the criteria. If their
friends or acquaintances v¡ere interested in more information
or participating, they v¡ere asked to contact the researcher.
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Though written, approved and submitted (Appendix E), an

advertisement F¡as not pJ-aced in Heri-zons magazine askinE

interested new mothers to phone for more information about

the study, due to the extensive lead time required by

publishers and the success of the snow balr technique.

career women between the ages of twenty five and thirty
five years of age vrere chosen. These women had compreted

the basic educational requirement for their careers and been

able to develop their career path to varying degrees. women

over thirty f ive years of age r.rere not incruded as the
l-iterature review found these women stated they experienced

considerabre difficulty adjusting to chirdbearing and this
appears to be closely related to their age.

The subjects arso met the forrowing criteria: married or
cohabiting with the child's father; no other chirdren in
househord; Engrish as a primary ranguage; canadian-born,
American-born or canadian citizen for 10 years. The object
of using these criteria was (a) to obtain a group of vromen

with a degree of cultural homogeneity in reproductive
attitudes (nitzinger, 1978) , (b) to reduce the confounding

variables associated with single, parenting foster
parenting, stepchild parenting or remarried parenting and

(c ) to reduce communication difficulties.
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3.4 DATA COLLECTION TECHNIOUES

TH'o main data collection technigues were used: a) a

focused, semi-structured, face to face interview using
questionnaire and b) a nonstructured self-report of a

stressfur situation followed by a structured checklist
non-ordered responses.

a) Semistructured Ouestionaire

The focused face to face interview was appropriate for
this study because it allowed for depth of data in an area

that vras very personal (potit and Hungler , 1979). Ann

oakley (1981), on interviewing women, writes of the need for
". ..a collaborative approach to research.. .a joint
enterprise." (p. 44) She states

"...it becomes clear that, in most cases, the goalof finding_ out about people through interviewiñg
is best achieved when the relatioñship of theinterviewer and interviewee is non-hièrarchical
and when the interviewer is prepared to invest hisor her own personal identity in the relationship. "(p. 41).

This can onry be accomprished by using a'face to face'
situation. Further, when obtaining data during a critical
phase in a woman's life which courd be very stressfur ie.
work re-entry after the birLh of a chird, a balance must be

struck between the warmth required to generate 'rapport' and

the detachment necessary to see the participant objectively.
Questions may elicit thoughts or feelings not previously
identified by the mother. The interview method arlowed the

cl

of
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researcher to respond by being supportive, providing
exOlanat-i ons anrl êvên acqi c{- i nn i n rÃê^riF^^ .i Å^^!: 6.: -^!: ^-I gÐVUI Vg r\-rgr¡ L¡ J- ¿UCTL¿()II

where necessary. The mother was not merery exploited as a

source of data. Lastly, to obtain information not formally
preconceived, a few partially open ended questions Ì.¡ere

used.

b) Non-structured self report and checklist

A self-report method rcas used because it has the very
great advantage of using real life events which are

stressful and have actualry occurred in the lives of the
subjects. This technique allowed the researcher to
ascertain what the basic issues or problems $¡ere, how

sensitive or controversiar the area vras, how individuars
conceptuarize and talk about role problems and what range of
opinions or behaviours exist that are rerevant to the
situation. The serf-report technique is especiarly useful
when a new area of resea,rch is being explored (polit &

HungIer, 1978).

The major disadvantage of this method for this research
was that sometimes subjects had difficulty isolating one

stressfur event or encounter from a myriad of small
irritants (grai1ey, 1 984) .

A second disadvantage was that there may have been

serective distortions in serf reporting. To reduce this,
subjects were asked to identity a specific stressfur event
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which occurred recently in their lives and then to report on

f.he conì no qf rai-coi aq f harr rrcaÄ i n ra'l a+ i ^^ r¡ {-l-^! : 6: -__r_-_J ls¿qurv¡¡ Lv L¡¡c¡L :r}JE:ul_J-l,u

event. Nelson and craighead (1977 ) found that this rnethod

substantially reduces the selective distortions of self
reporting found when subjects are asked how they generatly
perform.

After the identification of a specific event, the subject
responded by identifying the coping strategies she used.

This was done by using a checklist of coping strategies. A

disadvantage of this technique is that the practice of
presenting subjects with a prepared checklist, such as this
one developed by Folkman and Lazarus ( 1 9BO ) , may have

provided "cues" which influenced responses (zieme, lggz).

one subject chose to audiotape her stressfur event, the
other subjects chose to write theirs. Both methods

facilitated the recording of answers which are complicated
for open ended questions (ttarriner, 1981).

3.5 DÀTÀ COLLECTTON TOOLS

3.5.1 . Interview Schedule

3.5.2. Report of Stressful Event and Ways of Coping

Checklist (nolkman and Lazarus, 19BO).
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3.5.1 Interview Schedule

The rnterview schedule was developed by the researcher as

a suitable instrument could not be found (Àppendix c). The

instrument was designed to explore the validity of role
concerns identified in the literature review, nursing case

reviews in public health, and generar conversations with
professional career v¡omen, many of whom were mothers. The

role concerns identified by this method ferl into six basic

categor ies.

a) Cultural Normative Expectations

b) Infant's Influence on Mother's RoIe

c) Management of Postpartum Period

d) Mother's HealLh

e) Resources and Support

f ) Work Condition Factors

Each of these sections is prefaced by a brief introduction
as "It should not be assumed that the respondent is
psychologically geared to jump from one topic to the next

without a brief preparaticn, nor that the proper way to
indicate a response is obvious" (potit and Hungler , 1978, p.

342) .

a) Cultural Normative Expectations

women vary in the importance they attach to the different
areas of their lives and the degree to which they obtain or

expect to obtain personal satisfaction from famil_y Iife,
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career and from other areas in their rife (Fogarty, Rapoport
and Rapoport , 1971).

The ten questions in this section sought to obtain
information regarding rore beliefs, feelings about present
family situation, level of career commitment, experience in
infant care and knowledge of infant care and work demands.

These questions provided an indication of the importance of
the issues, the level of commitment and process of
integration. Two examples of the questions used were:
I nterviewer

''could you teII me which of these three situationsbest describe your beliefs about women's rores:a) À v¡omen's lole should be primariry ã."ðtãã-tobeing a house-wife-mother.
b) A woman must accept as important otheractivities and goars in hér rife (such as workoutside the home) but I believe women shouldconcentrate on housework, childcare, cooking,etc., and men should support the familyfinancially, fix the cail mosr the lawnl etc.c) A women's iore basicalry is no differãnt-iiå*

a mants.tt

ResÞonse

(a) (b)

rated 1 (great deal) - 5 (none)

(c)

Interviewer

"Hol¡ much opportunity have you had to have anindeoth discussion aiound the managing ot-a-ãareerand infant care with a colleague oi fiiend."
Response
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b) Infant's Influence on Mother's Role

The addition of a new member into a couple's rife is a

major transition period (nubin, 197s). Each infant is
unique in its demands, just as each mother is unique in her
patterns of coping (pedersen, 1975¡ Mercer, 19g1).

This section sought specifically to identi
of infant caretaking, (b) planned changes in
practices, and (c) mother's ability to identi
needs.

c) Manaqement of postpartum period

fy

in

fy

the (a) ease

fant feeding

her infant's

The new mother uses the postpartum period as a time of
integration, of a shift from one role to another--career
troman to mother. The ease of this shift and the lever of
mastery experienced after the move may determine the revel
of inter-role strain experienced in her preparation to
return to her career. This section obtained a picture of
the mother's efforts to master the role of mother and her
level of satisfaction with that role. Exampres of questions
in this section were:

I nterviewer

"Becoming a mother for the first time oftenreguires a woman to 1earn new skil1s and ways ofchecking out problems. How frequently have you
sought ? health professional's ádvice, on
ave rage ? "

ResÞonse

wee kly bi weekly

not at allbi monthly

monthly
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I nter.¡i ewer

"Reviewing the time from your baby's birth totoqay, how satisfied do you feel about your
ability to manage your life with the new baby."

Response

Rated 1 (very satified) to 5 (unsatisfied)

d) Mother's Health

The amount of energy availabre to a woman for the psycho-

sociar rore transition to mother depends heavily on her
physicar hearth status (Mercer , 1977). À new mother who has

experienced few child hearth comprications has more energy

avairabre for role transition work. This section asked a

question to determine the mother's evaluation of her health
status since the birth. A separate group of questions

explored the mother's psychological status since her baby's
birth. This r^ras incruded since mood changes or depression
can be debilitating events which effect arl revels of
functioning and are frequently cited as concerns in the
literature (Braverman and Roux, 197g; Hayworth et âr., 19g0;

Kendall et âI., 1981; Orr and James, 1984).

e) Resources and Support

coping can occur before a stressfur event (McGrath , 1g70,

p. 24). Preventative coping can be used to deter a

potentially stressful situation and anticipatory coping can

be used to alleviate some of the impact.
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This section explored the mother's feelings, plans,
Sllnnôf f q and rêcñrrrnac arnrrnÄ r.rarl' '^-^ñ!F,. ^-r.3 ^-^-_rr e slvu¡¡s wv!^ rs s¡¡LtJ vyLr9¡rÞo

Examples of questions used in this section were:

I nterviewer

"Às the day of returning to work approaches, doyou feel the transition to the working mother roleis going to be. . . ?"

Response

Rated 1 (very difficult) to 5 (very easy)

I ntervi ewer

"Have you made special plans which will help you
when you return to work and try to manage tñe-roles of mother, employee and wife?"

Response (Iist plans)

f) Work Condition Factors

Employed mothers face many difficulties (Hoffman and

Nye, 1974; Rapoport and Rapoport, 1976; Galinsky, 1991).

Fogarty, Rapoport and Rapoport (1971 ) identified five basic
areas of dilemma that are the foci for strain in working

coupres: 1) overload diremmas; 2) dilemmas arising from the
discrepancy between personar and social norms; 3) identity
dilemmas; 4) sociar network diremmasi and 5) role-cycring
dilemmas (pp. 432-368) .

The questions in this section of the interview schedure

were based primarily on these areas and the practical
advantages or disadvantages offered by the subject's
employers. Examples were:
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I nterviewer
lluatr crrnnar#.i .,^ ¡^ !l- : - t- -- - ----eu!/t/vr u¡ yç rv¡v Jvu Lt¡r1lt1 y9ur coJ_J-eagues aregoing !o be of your new dual iole of wor[in!
mothe r ? "

Response

Rated 1 (very supportive) to 5 (very unsupportive)
Interviewer

"f am concerned about how others - friends,relatives,_ngighbours - are going to react to myreturn to ful1-time work."
Response

Rated 1 (strongly agree) to 5 (strongry disagree)
I ntervi ewer

"Have you negotiated any speciaI working
arrangements with your gmployer or a coÍleague
when you return to work?"

Responses If yês, what are they?

If Dor why not?

rnstrument restinq The rnterview schedure was read by

professionars knowledgeabre in the areas of career
development and/or motherhood. These professionars
critiqued the questions for crarity of meaning and

theoretical content varidity. rnfant feeding practices v¡ere

added and the rore satisfaction sections v¡ere reduced. The

interview schedule v¡as administered after this process to a

small group of women (n=4) experiencing this transition
period. This administration v¡as to determine appropriate
length of schedure, clarify ambiguous wording and receive
feedback. on the schedure's content. After the initial
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administration, each of the vromen vrere asked "[.lhat do you

think the questicn is referring Lo?" for eaeh¡ question.
Four alLerations in the wording of the questions were made.

Length of the interview schedute Ì.ras acceptabre. No

deletions or additions r¿¡ere suggested f or the content areas.
Two of the four women expressed delight in being asked

questions on topics that they fert v¡ere so relevant to them

at this time.

3.5.2 Eg.B+E of Stressful Event and Wavs of Copinq
Chec k1 i st

This toor vras developed and operationarized by Forkman

and Lazarus in 1980, and describes coþing responses to
commonly experienced life stressors. The toor has two

parts:

Part one consists of a self report by the subjects. They

are asked to identify a specific stressful event which

occurred recentry in their own dairy lives. Detairs are
sought about what led up to the event, who vras involved,
what it vras about, what happened and what was at stake.

Part Two is a checklist ca1led the "Ways

This checklist consists of 58 items describi
of behavioural and cognitive strategies that
might use in a specific stressful episode.
iterns from the domains of defensive coping (

intellectualization, isolation, suppression)

of. CopiDg. "

ng a broad range

an individual
They include

e.9., avoidance,

, information-
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seeking, probrem-solving, palliation, inhibition of action,
direct action.. and magical thi.nking. The checkrist.,¡as
binary, yes or Do, and was always answered with the specific
stressful event in mind (Àppendix D).

The items on the FÍays of coping checklist are classified
into two categories: probrem-focused and emotion-focused.
The problem-focused category includes items that describe
cognitive problem-solving efforts and behavioural strategies
for artering or managing the source of the problem.

Examples are:

a) Got tþ. person responsible to change his orher mind.

b) Made a plan of action and follov¡ed it.
c ) Stood _your ground and fought for what you

wanted.

The emotion-focused category includes items that describe
cognitive and behaviourar efforts directed at reducing or
managing emotional distress. Examples are:

a) Looked for the "sil_ver tiniDgr" so to speak;tried to look on the bright si.ae of thiñgs.'
b) Accepted sympathy and understanding from

someone.

c) Tried to forget the whole thing.

The internal consistency of the crassfication of
checklist items v¡as evaluated by several methods arr of
which supported the problem-focused and emotion-focused
classifications,
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other coping scales were considered for this study.
Pearlin and schooler's (1978) scare offers an ¡dvantage of a

third category of classification. This third type of coping
response incrudes responses that function to contror the
meaning of the probremr or appraisar of the situation. This
appraisal-focused coping category overraps Lazarus's
appraisal process. Lazarus and his colleagues do not
conceptualize the cognitive appraisar processes as a coping
category but include appraisar as a coping process. pearrin
and schooler's model does offer a wider serection of
responses which control the emotional distress itself after
it has emerged. These responses are not directed to the
probrems themselves but function as stress management (..g.
watching T.v. r using a1coho1, relaxation, exercise, etc. ).
Fol-kman and Lazarus (1980) incrude some of them in the
emotion-focused category. The opportunity for the subjects
to identify these or other coping activities not listedr âs

an option, was made avairable by using an open-ended

question (#69). pearlin and schoorer's (197g) scale crosery
paralred this research in its conceptual base, i.e., role
theory and coping strategies but the scare v¡as too general
in its apprication, seeking responses to various situations
rather than one specific event. The scare arso covered

areas not directly applicable to this study.

Billings and Moos (1981) and Fleishman's (

are similar to those of pearlin and Schooler'

1984) measures

s in that they
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are non-situation specific and examine the personatity
¡hara,^i-aricl-i¡c {-haÈ nann]a äro,.' ta ^^^.i^r !L^- !^yþvÀ/+ç sÀqn uÀ/v¡¡ Lv crÞÐ¿ÞL LrrE¡¡t LL, u(,!,t:

with threats posed by events and objects in the environment.
These measurements v¡ere rejected because they define coping

in terms of immutable personality traits and general

dispositions or orientations, a concept not central to the

dynamic theories upon which this study is based.

This study was at the descriptive rever of inquiry nor a
specific situation. Forkman and Lazarus' s ( 1 980) scare is
at a basic leve1, differentiating probrem-focused from

emotion-focused coping, weIl suited to this level of
inquiry. consensus on a clear-cut typology of coping stilr
remains to be achieved (F.teishman , 1994). proposed

typologies do not yet offer precise distinctions among types

of coping. Dealing primarily with a probrem and emotional-
focused coping scare seemed open to the least amount of
ambi gui ty .

3.6 PROCEDURE FOR DÀTÀ COLLECTION

Àccess to both formal and informar networks h'as sought

folrowing, where prescribed, formal research protocors for
entry. Five methods r.¡ere initiated to make contact with
potentiar subjects. However onry two proved to be useful.

The two methods used were 1 ) requests for access to
subjects via Health units and 2) mothers who knew other new

mothers i.e. the snowball technique.
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1. After contact by telephone to ascertain the
aDDf onri alc nrni-n¡n'l f nr errhmì oo.i ^-ñ .i - !L---r_ _ v euv¡¡t¿ JÐ¿v¡¡Ð f t¡ Ll.rÀ E:E]

Department of Hearth Regions and central office, a

formar written request was made. prer-iminary

investigation identified that most agencies required
a) covering retter b) proposar outline and c)
investigator's ideas for possible access points.
Access points that met the Department of Health
ethical guidelines and practical considerations were:
1 ) presentations at prenatal crasses by investigator
rirnited to five minutes ¡ 2) information given to
post partum mothers by pubric Hearth Nurses and

interested mothers contacting the investigator
di rectly.

2. Mothers contacted by the above method #1 vrere asked

by the investigator to tel1 their friends,
prenatar/postnatar contacts, colreagues or other ne$¡

mothers who might participate in the study. rf they
were interested they made direct contact with the
investigator. This process vras aided by a very brief
written outrine of the project and criteria for
selection which mothers courd use when promoting the
study.

other methods which v¡ere considered by this investigator
were 1 ) forrnal advertisement in Herizons magazine and

Nursescene 2) access to formal.women's organizations during
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the summer months. Arr required extensive lead time and for
thi c rÃ3e^ñ +L^.' -Ã! ..--rI vqrv¡¡ L¡¡çJ wE;! ç ¡¡L/ L uÞeq .

Following this initiar process, subjects were (a)

approached in person to determine their interest in
participating in this studyr o! b) they responded by

terephoning the researcher for more information after having
heard about the study. They were informed as to the purpose

of the study and the nature of the questions. upon the
subject's willingness to participate, preliminary questions
were asked to estabrish if subject met the study criteria,
and to obtain a basic demographic picture of each subject
who did This included name, address, phone numberr ê9€r

length of employment, and date subject planned to return to
work. rf possibrer ân appointment for the home visit was

made at this time. rf the appointment was more than two

weeks away a confirming retter was sent (Àppendix E).

À phone carl was made by the researcher 2 to 3 days

bef ore the appointment day to conf irm, once again, subject'.s
willingness to participate and the date and time of the
interview. At the time of the interview the consent form
was signed (Àppendix B) and other demograhic data coll_ected
(see Àppendix Ð). The researcher began with the Interview
schedule to allow for guided focusing of the subject before
requesting a description of a stressful event. rf no such

incident took prace in the last month the subject v¡as asked

to recall a situation during the month previous to that.
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Finally the subject was asked to complete the "ways of
/ãanl^^tl 

^L^-l-1:-L 
Ê. 

- 
LL- J-uQpi.ng LnecKilsE ior i.¡*re rnercient she had just descrioed.

The subject was thanked for her participation in the study
by the investigator.

3.7 BESEÀRCH OUESTTONS

The analysis was based on the three research questions
previously identified for this study:
1. what are the work re-entry concerns primiparous sromen

face as they prepare to return to their careers?

six categories were identified as potential areas of
concern and formed the basis for the rnterview schedure:

1 ) CuIturaI normative expectations
2) Infant's influence on mother's role
3) Management of postpartum period
4) Mother's health
5 ) Resources and support

5) I.Iork condition factors
within each of these categories, questions at the interval,
ordinal, nominar and descriptive lever v¡ere used. rt v¡as

possible to measure the type and frequency of concerns for
each category, the number of concerns for each subject and,

Lo a limited degree for a few categories, the intensity of
the concern. using demographic information, the type and

number of concerns were compared r+ith 1) ernployment status
on work re-entry, i.e., fu]l-time or part-time, 2) age of
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infant on work re-entry, 3) attendance at prenatal classes,
4) tvnc of l'r'i rl-h i o rr¡ni^ol t-^^^^ rr. -¿r r -.e. r vsy¿¡¡q¿ vr rvso.ÞcrrEd¡l , Jl prgsgnce oI

conplications after rabor and delivery, and 6) a pranned or
unplanned baby. These characteristics have been identified
in the literature as possible moderators.

The subjects vrere asked to describe a major concern in
the second part of the interview using'The Report of a

stressfull situation and coping checklist'. This was to
provide an opportunity to obtain information on concerns
with more depth. These qualitative descriptions vrere

cl-assified using a content analysis moder described by the
researchers Folkman and Lazarus (1990). Each situation vras

crassified independently by two expert nurses and the
investigator as to what it was about, who v¡as involved, and

how it vras appraised. Broad theoretical categories or
themes were sought to describe what each coping episode v¡as

about. rnter rater agreement was gs%. of the three
remaining stressfur situations, two were categorized after
clarification and discussion with the investigator, and the
remaining situation required a second contact with the
mother which was done by the investigator. categories which
were used to identify the "person invorved" were: (1) self
only, (2) person(s) at work, (3) family member(s), and (4)

others.

Finally, episodes were classified as to
cognitive "appraisal" of the situation they

the participant's

described.
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Participants were asked to indicater on the finar page of
+hÃ Íi7^t,^ ^5 ,-^-:-- 

^L--r-1 -:t¡ìe vrai's oi Lw¡.rrrrg ur¡eunrrst, which of Lhe f our statements
described the situation for which they had just cornpreted

the chec kl i st .

In general, is this situation one

a) that you could change or do something about?

b) that must be accepted or gotten used to?

c) that you needed to know more about before you courd act?
d) in which you had to hord yourserf back from doing what

you wanted to do?

To obtain an indication of the level of stress
experienced during the episode described, the question "on a

scale of one to ten, how stressful was this situation for
you?" Ir¡as added by Lhe investigator.

2. How do primiparous 
'¡omen cope with work re-entry

stressors prior to returning to their careers?
Data r¡¡ere collected by the use of Forkman and Lazarous
(1980) ways of coping checkrist. This is a checkrist of 6g

items describing a broad range of behavioural and cognitive
coping strategies that an individuar might use in a specific
stressful episode. The checklist is binary, yês or Do, and

is answered with the previously described stressful event in
mi nd.

The items of the checklist v¡ere separated into problem

and emotion-focused coping strategies. Anarysis performed
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on these coping scores focused on comparisons with the
situational- f actors i-dentif ied in the subjee t.'s siressf ui
episode: 1) context, 2) person involved, and 3) appraisar.
Perceived lever of strain was also compared Lo the coping
scores. Descriptive statistics Ì.¡ere used to detail
signif icant relationships.

3. which resources prevent or moderate the stress of rore
transition for primiparous women as they prepare to
return to their careers?

Information addressing this guestion originated from a)

'fixed-arternative' questions, €9., Have you had experience
in infant care, in the past by: paid job or career? b)

'open-ended' questionsr €9.r Has your baby's behaviour or
health influenced your feerings about returning to work?

ExpIa i n , and c) partially open-ended questions.

Data analysis focused on the frequency of response to
each alternative for fixed-alternative questions in order to
gain some sense of the subject's and sampres, experience
and/or use of these resources. other questions which v¡ere

open-ended or partially open-ended were examined for themes

or units using the content-analysis categorization
techn iques

Àfter identification of the resources involved, their
ability to prevent or moderate strain, as perceived by the
subjects, was categorized broadly. This provided for the



identification of those resources,

whieh were thought to be the most

specific items.

The investigator believed that
procedure, partially based on the

of Health, Education, and Welfare

Subjects (1979) , informed consent
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both human and material,
r'^^Í.'ì --11-- --.ruÐsr ¡r¿ gErte! crJ-l-y allo Ior

by following the above

United States Department

: Protection of Human

was obtained using

3.8 PRoTECTTON OF RTGHTS OF SUBJECT

Two essential requirements of any research are informed
consent and ethicar conduct. Respect for the individuaI' s

rights demands that subjects enter into research voruntariry
and with enough information on which to base a decision of
whether to participate in the research (Northrop, 19g1).

To protect the rights of individuals in this research
potential subjects were (a) given a verbal explanation of
the process and purpose of the study, (b) given a

description of the benefits reasonably to be expected, (c)

offered the opportunity to ask questions concerning the
process of inquiry, (d) instructed that they r.rere free to
withdraw their consent and to discontinue participation in
the research at any time without prejudice to thern, (e)

given assurance of confidentiality and anonymity, (f) told
of the voluntary nature of their participation, and (g)

offered a copy of the results if they so desired.
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ethically sound practices. Those subjects wishing to
narf icìnata inâi¡al-a¿l t-1-o.ir .inÈ^^+.i^^ ¡,.-:-- !r^- ---1.z-"-- - r',s¡-'suÇ å¡¿s¿vqLçs s¡¡E¿i i¡¡Lc¡¡Li.u¡¡ (jijI'i¡¡g Eäe prelimLnary

contact. During this contact information about the process

and purpose of the study was provided, reinforced or
elaborated. The proposed benefits of the study v¡ere arso
described. The respondents were informed of their right to
withdraw at anytime. rf the respondent met the prescreening
criteria for the study, the investigator negotiated a

convenient appointment date and time with the respondent for
the interview. when there l¡as a delay greater than two

weeks, a letter was forwarded to the respondent with a brief
summary of the date, time, and place estabrished for the
interview, and a phone number at which the interviewer courd
be reached (see Àppendix E).

Àt the previously negotiated interview time and before
the interview took place, the respondent's written informed
consent r.¡as obtained. Two copies of this formal consent
(see Àppendix À) were provided. one was retained by the
respondent for their information, the other by the
investigator in a locked fire separate from the data to
ensure respondent's anonymity. only the investigator had

access to this file. The respondent was advised that the
consent forms v¡ere to be destroyed upon compretion of the
thesis to maintain confidentiality. where an audio tape was

used, the response $ras cleared by electromagnetic device
after it had been transcribed. Respondents were advised
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during the process of consent that onry the investigator and
f eSearch l-wni ei. harl â^^êcê +^ +1-^ l^!- a ! r-1- i -_r r_ _ Lv u¡¡E I ctw rJcl Lct. ¡It t.flL S E. lme

respondents were also advised that the raw data may be

reLained in the event that secondary analysis was desirable
at a later date.

At the end of the interview the respondent vras once again
advised of the right to withdraw from the study at any time.
Lastry, each respondent was offered a sumnary of the
results, if they so desired.

the data collection period took approximately two months.
The degree of risk to the subjects who participated in the
research was considerabry ress than the varue of the
knowledge that v¡as gained by this study for the benefit of
subjects, their families, employers and society as a whoIe.

3.9 SUMMÀRY

The research design allowed for the exproration, anarysis
and description of the work re-entry concerns of primiparous
career women in Manitoba.

rn view of the rack of research related to this critical
life transition a smarl sample size (n=20) was chosen to
ensure time for the collection of rich data. snowbalr
sampling provided the best means of obtaining participants.
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where possible an existing methodologicar validated tool
r.¡as used: Report of Stressfu1 Event and Ways of Copi.ng

checkrist, deveroped by Folkman and Lazarus (19g0).

However, a new tool, the rnterview schedule vras also
required. This schedule $ras theoreticarly, professionalJ.y
and consumer based. six categories were identified as

potential areas of concern and formed the basis for the
rnterview schedule. The data presented in the next chapter
'Ànalysis' was collected using these two tools.



Chapter IV

DÀTÀ ANALYSIS

4.1 INTRODUCTTON

The data organization in the analysis section refrects
the purpose of the study which was to describe the
difficurties career women face on work re-entry after
childbearing, identify the coping strategies they use and

ascertain the resources which prevent or moderate rore
strain.

Twenty career women/mothers participated in this study
over a period of two months. The data they supplied were

collected by the use of an investigator developed and

piloted 'rnterview schedule' and a toor deveroped by Folkman

and Lazarous (1980), 'Report of Stressful Event and ways of
Coping Checklist' .

once collected the quantitative data v¡ere scored and

coded by the investigator and transposed to a computer file
where they v¡ere analyzed using S.À. S. programs f or
frequency, correration and, where appropriate, levers of
significance. Normarity was set at the shapiro-wirk
statistic, r.¡ (o< = .25) , Shapiro and wilk ( 1965) .

71
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Qualitative data were obtained by the use of open ended

guestions and verbatum recording. where content anaJ.l,sis

was required two expert nurses vrere also asked to
independently identify the major themes and theoretical_ry
categorize the stressful situation.

The presentation and anal-ysis of findings are organized
in the following sections:

4.2 PROFILE OF SÀMPLE - ANTECEDENT CONDITIONS

4.3 SITUATIONAL INFLUENCING FÀCTORS - MODERÀTORS

4.4 CONCERNS IDENTIFIED STRÀIN

4.5 COPTNG STRATEGIES USED FOR SPECIFIC CONCERNS

REÀCTIONS

4.6 GENERÀL RESOURCE NETWORK - MODERÀTORS

The above sections forrow the structure of À1ren and van

de vliert's (1982) dynamic Transitional process and paralrel
the conceptual categories identified in the riterature
revi ew .

4.2 PROFILE OF SAMLE: ANTECEDENT coNDITIoNS

The first secLion addresses those factors preceding this
study which courd infruence the career women/mother

transition period. The factors previously identified as

being antecedent are a) sociobiographic information b)

obstetricar history c) infant care experience d) cultural
normative expectations and e) relationships between cultural
normative expectations and demographic characteristics.
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a) sociobioqraphic information. Tabre 1 ilrustrates the.

sociobiographic characteristics of the career women/mothers

in this study. The age range of mothers vras zs-34 years
with 13 between 25-30 years of age.

Most mothers (17) were colJ_ege

Urban mothers constituted 60% (n=1

40% (n=8) The largest number of
working 3-B years. One mother had

years.

or university graduates.

2) of the sample, rural
mothers (15) had been

been employed for 17

had attended part or al_l of a

The vaginal birth rate was 16 with
minor complications from this
Cesarean Sections with one mother

ng minor complications.

Àrl subjects worked furr-time before their baby's birth.
six subjects had decided to reduce to part-time status on

work re-entry. others (n=4) would have liked to have this
option. of the I subjects who were in health rerated
careers, tr,¡o subjects f ert they had had a moderate amount of
exposure to infant care activities early in their careers.
rn the non-health related careers, two subjects had had

brief or minor contact with infant care activities. The

greater proport ion of mothers ( n='14 ) intended to return to
their careers 20-25 weeks after their baby's birth.
b) ry Historv

of the subjects, 15 had planned their conception (table
2). À11 but one mother

Prenatal Class series.
one subject experiencing
group. Four mothers had

in this group experienci
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TABLE 1

SOCIOGRAPHIC CHARACTERISTICS OT' CAREER WOMEN/MOTHERS
(l¡=zo )

cHARACTERrsrrcs No. z cHARACTERrsrrcs No. T.

Mothers age (vears)

25-26
27 -28
29-30
3r-32
33-34

35

420
840
105
3 15
420
00

Pre-babv working status

Full-tíme 20 100
Part-time

20 100

Length of emplor¡ment
in years

3-5
6-8
9-11

T2_T3
14-T6

l7

Educatíonal level

Less than High school i 05
High school graduate 2 I0
College Diplorna I 40

20 100

Area of resídence

Urban
Rural

L2 60
840

20 100

20 100 Post-babv expected
working status

Full-t ine
Part-time

t4 70
630

20 100840
735
210
2L0
0 0 Health vs Non Health
I 5 Professional Mothers

20 100 Health related career g 40
Non Health

related career 12 60

20 100

Uníversity Bachalor 8 hO Babyrs aRe on work
University Master 1 05 ,e-entr.r-Ð
Uníversity Ph.D. 0 0

16-t7
18- 19
20-21
22-23
24-2s

26

2 10
2ro
840
2 10
420
210

20 100
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TABLE 2

Obstetrical and postpartum History (N=20)

CHÀRÀCTERISTICS No. % CHÀRÀCTERIsTIcS No. %

Àttendance at' Prenatal Classes

yes
no

19 9s
1512-

Àge of infant at
time of interview (wks)

8- 1

5ñ ì¡¡. l3-i3

16 80
4 20 Conception planning

ñ iTO Surpr i se Baby
planned baby

I 40
6 30
3 153 1s

ñ i¡¡
Birth Method

Vaginal
Cesa rean

525
15 75

ñ JTõ
I n-Hospita1 postpartum
health

No complications 18 90
Minor complications

hemorrhage Z 10

ñ ì¡o

All infants v¡ere single births and identified by the
mother as being hearthy and free of any medical condition.
The infant sample vras comprised of 1o boys and 10 girrs.
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c) Infant Care Experience

The type of infant care experience held by the subjects
before the birth of their own infant varied (rabIe 3). Many

had babysat as teenagers while a few had recent experience
babysitting for a friend.

TÀBLE 3

Type of rnf ant care Experience of career women/t"tothers pre-
Birth (n=20 )

TYPE OF EXPER]ENCE INFANT CÀRE EXPERIENCE

YES NO

Prof essi on/,lob Related

Sibling Care

Extended Family Infant Care

Teenage Babysitting

Recent Babysitting for a Friend

Other

4

4

9

13

3

1

16

16

11

7

17

19

The amount of infant care experience the subjects had had

before the birth of their own infant arso varied (rabre 4).
Ten mothers fert they had had a great deal of experience

caring for infants. However onry three of these ten subjects
had had recent experience. Three subjects had not had infant
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care experience before the birth of their ov¡n infant, four
had had a littte experience in one of the six categories and

three had had a medium amount of experience in one of the

TÀBLE 4

Level of rnfant care Experience of career women/Mothers pre-
Birth (n=20 )

TNFÀNT CÀRE EXPERIENCE FREQUENCY

Great DeaI

Medi um

I n f requent

No Contact

10

3

4

j
20

categor i es .

Ten subjects had not had or had very rittre opportunity
to discuss managing a career and infant care with a

colleague or friend, and 17 experienced the same situation
with hearth professionals. where the rnother had had the
opportunity, the Pubric Hearth Nurse vras the most freguently
identif ied Health professional.

cesarean section mothers (n=4) arl had a moderate amount

of in depth discussion on the managing of a career and
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infant care with a colleague or friend but onry one mother
had briefly spoken with a hearth professional on this
subject.

À quarter of the subjects (n=5) had read more

books or articles on managing a career and infant
while eight had not read any.

than three

care,

d) Cultural Normative Expecations

Table 5 outlines the culturar normative expectations of
the sample.

Noticeabry none of the women felt a woman's role shourd
be primarily devoted to being a housewife-wife-mother.
Generally the subjects stated they vrere in favour of married
vromen engaging in a career or a job which added interest to
and/or suppremented the famiry income. Their responses

toward volunteer vlork (not for sararies) were ress
definitive and frequentry contained a qualifying statement
or a question. Examples of their comments are "rt depends

on exactly how much time is being spent", "I'm onty in
favour if the woman doesn't have chirdren as well", and "Ðo

you mean when she has a career or when she is at home for
awhile with her children?" when rore preference for women

is compared to attitudes towards a married women's activity
in a career or job rittre difference is found. Most of the
subjects (n=17) were strongly in favour of boLh careers and
jobs for h'omen. when asked about their ov¡n work life 16
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BELIEFS

TABLE 5

CULTURAL NORMATIVE EXPECTATIONS
( l¡=zo )

No. EXPECTATIONS No.

l^iomenrs Ro1es

Traditíona1
Modifíed
New RoIe

5
7

3

4
1

0

7

13

20

10

7

9
3
1

3

20

Satísfaction with
Childbearíng plans

yes
mostly yes
Ambivalent
Mostly no
No

25
35
15
20
05

,t
65

100

20 100

Voluntarv Actívíty

Strongly favour
Favour
Neutral
Agaínst

20

35
45
15
05

100

Level of stress re:ffir"
Not stressful
Not really

stressful
Average stress
Stressful
Extremely

stressful

1

3

3

50

05
15
15

15

100

Priorization of own
career

Príoríty over partners
Equally shared
Partnersr sIíghtly

ahead

I
11

05
55

40

100

8

20

Solutions to case study

Mother quít work
Mother work part-tíme
Father change

expectatíons
Both reduce work tíme
0ther

0
2 10

15
75

20 100

3
15

0
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still felt they had a career, however, 4 now fert a recent
change had occurred and they thought of their work more and

more as a job. Àrr four v¡ere still in favour of women

having careers but only one was strongry in favour. As part
of a working dyad these *¡omen had 1ittle hesitation
responding to career priorization with their partner. For
11 subjects it v¡as shared career development. of these 11,

9 subjects also berieved in an equar partnership in a

working dyad, which was congruent with their beliefs about
women's roles a woman's role basicalry is no different
from a man's. Eight of the subjects placed their partner's
career ahead of their own and one subject felt her career
took priority over her partner's at this point in time but
expected a change in this priorization when her partners
career !¡as settled.

when presented with a case study, 1s subjects chose a
sorution that required both parties to respond to the
situation equaIly. This response required both partners to
reduce the amount of time worked despite the fact that 6 of
these mothers had placed their own partner's career ahead of
their own (rable 5). Noticeably none of the subjects fert
the mother shourd stop working. The subjects in total had a

range of feerings towards the question "Do you feer you are
doing r+hat you always wanted to do in having a baby to rook
after?" Eight subjects vrere either ambivarent or answered

this question with a no (rable 5).
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The sampre v¡as split when subjects were asked to consider
their new rol-e of career woman/mother and society's
expectation of mothers. Eleven subjects felt it had not
been a difficult area to dear with, six fett it had been

stressfur and 3 felt it was extremely stressful.

e) Relationships between cultural normative expectations and

demoqraphic characteristics of the sample are presented as a

conclusion to the section "profile of Sample". No

correlation was found between the sampres beliefs about
women's roles and their own work prans and the demographic

var iables.

subjects who berieved in a modified rore for women (n=7)

generarly were satisfied with their present situation.
Those subjects who had chosen the new rore for women (n=13)

did not demonstrate this trend, rather they covered the furl
range from satisfaction to dissatisfaction (table 6).
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TABLE 6

Level of satisfaction with present situation compared toBeliefs about Women's Roles

satisfaction with BELTEFS ABour woMEN's ROLESPresent situation New Role Modified Traditional
Role RoIe

yes
mostly yes
ambi valent
mostly no
no

1

5
2
4
1

4
2

l

TOTÀL

4.3 SITUÀTIONÀL INFLUENCING FAcToRs : MODERÀTORS

This section covers four of the generar areas which may

have the ability to modulate the degree of strain
experienced during this transitional period. They are a)
rnfant interaction b) post partum management c) Mother's
health and d) work condition factors.

a) rnfant interaction: when asked to rate ease of baby care
sixteen mothers felt their baby was average or easy to care
for. Four mothers described their baby as difficult to care
for. Ease of baby care appeared in this sampre to increase
as experience with the care of a relative,s infant increased
(pearson's r 0.5, p = 0.006, see Tab1e 7).

13
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TÀBLE 7

Lever of Babysitting for Reratives compared to Ease of
Babycare (n=20 )

Babysitting
for Relatives Difficult Àverage Easy Very Easy

Great Deal

Medium amount

Very little
No contact 4

2

3

1

2

2

1

1

2

2

Ease of baby care v¡as arso significantly related to
satisfaction with motherhood role (pearson's Ë = 0.g, p =

0.001). The greater the ease of baby care the more

satisfied mothers grere with their role. seventeen mothers

stated their feerings generarly about returning to work had

changed since baby's birth. Fifteen of these mothers fert
their baby's care, their needs or hearth had infruenced
their feelings about returning to work.

All non-health professionars (n=12) fert their feelings
about returning to work had changed in contrast to health
professionars (n=8) where five said there v¡as a change.

Non-hearth professionals in this study chose to return to
f ull-time employment with a ratio of 1'l : j compared to health
professionals at 3:5.
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Àt the time of interview (range g-2s weeks) nine mothers
were sti1l breastfeeding and fert their choice of feeding
method was not infruenced by their intention to return to
work. rn contrast five of Lhe eight bottle feeding mothers
and two of the three mothers using a mixed pattern were

strongly or very strongly influenced by their intention to
return to work (rable B).

TABLE 8

Influence of Work Re-Entry plans on Choice of
Method (¡r=20 )

Infant Feeding

Influence of Work
Re-Entry on Chosen
Feeding Method

Type of Feeding Method Being Used

Leve1 of Influence Breast Bottle Mi xed

Very strong
St rong
Àverage
Weak
Not at all

?

t
1

I

1

4

1

2

TOTÀL

Mothers who were soleIy breastfeeding (n=9) perceived the
work re-entry changes in breastfeeding as more stressfur
than the moLhers (n=3) using a mixed pattern. of the 12

mothers who had identified that they were still
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breastfeeding, in total- or in part, g felt they wourd reduce

breast feeding on work re-entry and 4 fett they wourd stop
breastfeeding. when asked how stressful these changes would

be f or them 9 f elt i t woul-d be stressf ul or extreme]_y

stressful (rabre 9). None of the mothers fert they coul_d

continue breastfeeding as they had been before work re-entry
and all felt some stress would be involved.

TÀBLE 9

Relationship Between proposed Management of Breastfeeding onWork Re-entry and Level of Stress (n=12)

MÀNÀGEMENT
OF

BREÀST

LEVEL OF STRESS

NOT NOTFEEDING EXTREMELY STRESSFUL ÀVERAGE REÀLLY STRESSFUL
STRESSFUL STRESSFUL ÀT ÀLL

Stop

Reduce 3

The longer the length of employment the less work re-
entry stress breastfeeding mothers fert (pearson's r = 0.63,
p = 0.29). À strong correration also existed between a high
level of partner support for breastfeeding at work and

mother's identification of the present rever of ease of baby

care (pearson's ! = 0.74, p = 0.006, Table 1O). Where
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partner support was

mothers had chosen

breastfeeding when

'not very supportive'

not to breastfeed or to
they returned to work.

breast feedi ng

reduce

Influence of Partner
and Percei

TÀBLE 1

's Level- of
ved Ease of

0

Support for
Babycare (n=

Brea st feed i ng
12)

Partners
Support

Ease of Babycare
Difficult Àverage Easy Very Easy

Extremely Supportive
Very Supportive
Support ive
Not Very Supportive 3

1

2

?

2

All breastfeeding mothers intended Lo change their
pattern of breastfeeding on work re-entry. (table 1 1 ).
Four mothers pranned to stop breastfeeding entirely, eight
intended to reduce the frequency of breastfeeding. Four of
these mothers v¡ere using a manuar breast pump anð./or hand

expression regurarly (at least once per week). Two mothers
did not use these methods regurarly and two mothers did not
use either method (rabl_e 12).

Four mothers intended to stop breastfeeding on work re-
try and used infant suckring as the only method of breast
Ik expression.

en

mi
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TÀBLE 11

Proposed Management of Breastfeeding on work Re-entry (n=12)

Management of Breastfeeding No o/
/o

Stop
Reduce
No Change

4
I
0

33.3
66.5

99.9

TABLE 12

Method and Frequency of Non-rnfant suckling Breast MilkExpression by Mothers who Intend to Breastfeãd whire working(n=8)

METHOD OF EXPRESSION FREQUENCY OF USE
Regularly Occasionally Not Used

Manual Breast
Pump only

Hand Expression only 3

Both Manual Pump and
Hand Expression 1

4

when asked what they perceived as the greatest hindrance
to breastfeeding at work the responses were varied. However

eight mothers gave the response 'having enough time to do

12

5

4

2

)
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it', three mothers identified 'being relaxed enough to do

it'and three responses supported'finding a prace to do it
privacy'.

b) Postpartum manasement. Twei-ve mothers had not
assistance from hearth professionals at arl or had

sought

sought

TÀBLE 1 3

Freguency of Àdvice Seeking

Not at all
1 tine/Z months
Monthly
1 tine/Z weeks

assistance on average bi-monthly (tabre 13). Length of
employment (tabre 14) appeared to infruence frequency of
advice seeking from professionals on motherhood issues
(Pearsons ! = 0.55, p = 0.01). Mothers were mostry
satisfied with their new role of mother. However two

mothers were mitdry unsatisfied and six mothers fert
'average' - neither satisfied nor unsatisfied. six mothers
felt their career had partiarly intruded on their time with
their infant and three mothers felt they had done work on

their careers during this period but that it did not intrude
on their responsibilities of motherhood. Mothers who had a

higher educational revel experienced a greater need to do

5
7
6
2

ñ
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TÀBLE 14

Relationship Between.Length of Employment and Frequency ofAdvice Seeking Behaviour

Length of
Employment Bi-Weekly

Frequency of Advice
Monthly Bi-Monthly

Seek i ng
Not at aI1 lotal

0-2 yrs.
3-4
5-6
7-8
9-10

11-12
12+

2

1

1

0
2
3
1

1

0
2
3

0
1

0
5
6
4
1

2
1

TOTÀL 20

TABLE 1 5

Level of Career Intrusion

Level of career
Intrusion

Grade High CoIlege
School School Grad

University Master
Grad Grad

Career very
demandi ng

Career partially
i nt rudi ng

Career partially
on hold

Career totally
on hold

TOTAL
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career work during the post partum period (tabre 15). ArI
but one mother felt that the specific experience of the
motherhood role had influenced their feerings about
returning to work. one mother felt the infruence to be

positive "Things have gone well- so r don't fear the next
stage as I thought r might". other mothers responded with:

1.

¿.

3.

Unwillingness to leave

and fear of missing the

responses )

the baby whom they novl enjoyed

baby' s developrnent i ( S

Baby was nori' the most important thing in their lives
whereas previously their career was; (5 responses)

Expe.riencing fear about not being abre to cope with
baby and career demands. (+ responses)

c) Mothers Health. Mothers vrere asked to rate their health
status during the time they had been home with their baby.
The majority of mothers (n=14) stated they had been healthy.
of these mothers, only one described the ease of baby care
as difficurt while ereven mothers felt their babies were

easy to care for. rn contrast, for those mothers who

described themselves as less than healthy (n=6), three
described the ease of baby care as difficult and the
remaining three felt "average but not easy" better described
their situation (rable 16).
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TABLE

Relationship Between Mother' s

16

Health & Ease of Baby Care

Mother's Health Very Easy
Easy

CARE
ficult Very

Difficult

EASE OF
Àverage

BABY
Dif

Very healthy

ea 1 thy

À few irr tat i ng
problems

Unhealthy

TOTÀL

Fifteen mothers stated they experienced a period of
crying during their hospitarization or just after returning
home. Eight mothers continued to have further symptoms over
a two week period. After being home for three weeks five
mothers had one or rnore periods of two weeks where they
experienced major symptoms of depression. Ar1 five subjects
experienced listressness and irritabirity, anxiety anð./or

depressed mood and Low concentration. Four of the five
experienced fear/avoidance of sociar contacts and appetite
and/or sleep disturbance. Àr1 five subjects experienced
f our or more of the seven rnajor symptoms of depression.

5 4

HeaIth status influenced the return
nine mothers. Two of these mothers had

symptoms of depression and felt returni

to work feelings of

experienced major

ng to work was going
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to challenge their coping skirls. of the remaining mothers,
three stated they were rerieved about their good health as

this would make the transition easier; three mothers decided
they would only be abre to cope if they worked part-time;
and the remaining mother felt she now needed to unexpectedly
adjust psychologically to being a mother and career v¡oman.

d) work condition factors. Mothers (n=11) tett that their
rerationships or interaction patterns would change for
female colleagues. Expranations for this change were broad.
Examples of their responses are: that they now would be

incruded in child care conversations (+ subjects), that they
fert a'common bond'was bound to change interaction in many

vrays (+ subjects), and that they f eIt a greater
identification with and understanding of the problems of
colleagues with children (S subjects).

All hearth professionars (n=B) expected a change in their
colleagual rerationships however only three of the non-
health professionars did (n=12). of the remaining nine non-
hearth professionar mothers, three fert that their
relationships or interaction patterns would remain unaltered
and gave reasons for this such as: "the people r work with
are all single and young so we had little in common anyway";

"why shourd it? r've only had a baby r'm the same person,,;

"I don't know if it wirl r haven't changed so Dor r
don't think so". The other mothers (6) tett they hadn't
thought about this at alr and were unabre to state why they
felt there would not be any change.
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rn contrast the majority of mothers (15) tett that their
relationships or interaction patterns wourd not change for
mare colleagues. Expranations for this were that men were

not interested in changes like motherhood therefore no

reaction $ras expected Q subjects), they felt they were the
same person so why should the men change (z subjects), and

there may be a difference but it would not change their
relationship with them Q subjects).

Three mothers felt once again that they had not thought
about this issue enough to explain why they fert a change

would not take prace. Two mothers felt they rearly did not
have a high enough level of male interaction to judge

accurately but felt if they did, a change would not take
p1ace.

A change in rerationships or interaction patterns with
male colleagues was expected by five mothers. samples of
the responses by two or more subjects were that 1 ) they felt
they now had a common ground with mare parents so there
wourd be more things to share and 2) they felt the
relationship would change not because their mare colreagues
would perceive them differently, but because they perceived
themselves differently with the extra rore of mother.

when asked how compatibre their new rore of motherhood

was with their work, the sample was divided. Nine mothers

felt their work was compatible, nine mothers fert it was not
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and two mothers were unsure. where they considered their
work v¡as not compatible they were asked to say why. Mothers
identified two major areas that presented the greatest
concern/adjustment. overtime, witlingl-y done in the past,
v¡as now a rna jor probrem. This included working late,
attending conferences, trips out of town, committee meetings
during the evening, bringing work home and being on carr.
The second area involved incorporation of child care
activities into or around their work rife. Mothers

anticipated very early rising to get organized for the day,
the necessity of herp from husband and breastfeeding
activities woutd have to be arranged as did babysitting.
one mother stated "Motherhood adjusts to the job not the
other v¡ay around". preplanning for childcare services by

seven mothers did not alter the mother's feelings of
incompatibility. However of those who felt their work was

compatible (n=9) witn motherhood all had made chirdcare
arrangements.

Mothers v¡ere found to be vague about the benefits and/or
services their employer generarly offered to mothers of
small children or infants. Those identified by more than
one subject h'ere maternity reave (n=20) ranging 17 weeks to
6 months and special leave days for child sickness (n=3).

when mothers were asked why they thought ernproyers did
not offer more services beyond the basic maternity leave
option nine mothers identified:
1. Low priority of ínfant/chird care by employer (n=2)
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2. Little employee pressure/demand

3. union non-support of more part-time staff reducing an

option which would hetp childbearing women to cope

4. Poor turn out to meetings on these issues
5. Males making decisions on budgets

6. smalI companies can not afford to offer services (n=2)

7. Non-subsidized Day care at work too expensive.

Two mothers stated they fert that this vras a problem fcsr

the couple to sorve noL employers and five mothers did not
feer they knew why more was not being done to herp new

mothers. Arr mothers stated that more assistance Ì.ras

needed.

when asked what speciar working arrangements they had

negotiated, with their employer or a colreague, when they
return to work, ten mothers identified these options:

part-time work (n=4)

job sharing (n=1 )

later a.m. start (n=1)

working part-time out of home (n=2)

flex-time (n=3 )

use of holiday time to reduce work week (n=1 )

emergency leave if child is sick (n=1)

seven mothers had not negotiated speciar arrangements.
Five mothers fert it was too early to do this and two

mothers felt no options r1'ere offereð,/available to them.
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Three mothers had tried to negotiate special arrangements
but failed. one had been refused special consideration by

her supervisor whire the other two mothers said the people
they reported to were not receptive to discussing the
situation with them and no formal mechanism was in place to
do anything e1se.

Mothers were asked

offered by employers.

or more options. The

frequently identified
mothers who identified

what options they would Iike to
All mothers $rere able to identi

following is a list of the most

options together with the number

that option.

have

fy one

Mothers

I
6

6

5

5

5

L

of

No. of
1. Flexib1e hrs/days

2. Job sharing

3. Day Care in same building/area
4. Part-time work

5. Reducing time worked but
6. Extended maternity Ieave (optional)
7. Reliable and safe Day Care for infants

4.4 CONCERNS IDENTIFIEÐ: STRAIN

This section will present a) the generar concerns
identified by the sampre and b) specific case study
concerns, with background information.
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a) General concerns. society's expectations for new mothers
and their personal beliefs were a concern for seven of the
mothers. six of these mothers found the stress of this
issue to be higher than they had expected. Mothers who h,ere

breastfeeding and wanted to continue after work re-entry all
felt the changes required to do this were stressful and a

major concern for them. Fifteen mothers felt the transition
to the working mother rore was a concern and wourd be

difficult or very difficult. Eleven mothers indicated that
the level of support and assistance during this re-entry
time v¡as a concern and ten mothers felt the stress
associated with this was more than the rever expected.

Generally mothers agreed that the organization of
activities was a concern (table 17). All but one fert the
reaction of neighbours and friends to their work re-entry
not a concern. The changes and barances between their
career and motherhood was a strong concern but the decrease
in contact !¡ith f riends and relatives vras not seen as a

problem. À ress clear picture was obtained for rong term
pranning. Mothers were asked if they were concerned about
how well their parenting role was going to fit in with their
long term career aspirations. Twelve mothers thought it was

a concern, five did not and three mothers had not considered
this issue although their pregnancy was planned. Mothers of
surprise babies (n=5) arl felt that long term pranning was a
concern for them.
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TÀBLE 17

Relationship Between Type and LeveI of Concern

LEVEL OF CONCERN
TYPE OF CONCERN Strongly Not StronglyÀgree Agree Considered Disagree Oisagieé

Organization 12 6- ¿-

Reaction of friends/
neighbours 1 11 I

Balance of career/
motherhood 1 5 ?_ 1'1

Decrease in contact
with friends and
relatives z 2- 15 1

nalance/fit of
parenL íng/Iong term
career aspirations 5 73 tr

Arêas of concern identified by the mothers and perceived
as not being addressed in the questionnaire v¡ere soricited
by an open-ended question. Àr1 mothers identified at least
one concern. The average number of responses v¡as 2.9 ranging
from 1 to 6. The mothers identified four main areas of
concern rerated to work re-entry. The first group of
concerns was directly related to their infant. They were

concerned about the quality of care given by non-famiry
members, the safety of their infant in a private family home
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or day care situation and the long term effects of non-
parent caretaking or day care on their infant's growth and

development, in particurar the infant's psychologicar
development. Locating a reriable and safe babysitter or
family daycare was arso difficult for the majority of these
mothers ( n=14 ) . others f ert they could or already had

located a sitter but due to shift work, working late or
travel felt it might not be successful.

The second group of concerns vrere rerated to the mothers,
individual needs. Mothers fert guilty about leaving their
infant with a non parent caregiver, they referred to their
present lack of energy and a fear that on work re-entry they
would have an even lower energy revel. Many mothers
appeared to be grieving the ross of l-eisure time or time for
self.

The third area of concern related to their relationship
with the baby's father upon work re-entry. once again they
felt the demands of motherhood had already reduced their
time with their partner. They fert that on work re-entry the
situation would become even more difficult as they tried to
assist their partner to cope with fatherhood when their ovrn

energy lever was Iow. The rack of extended famiry support
was also noted as a concern.

The final area of concern involved the

Mothers expressed ambivalence towards the

mothers' career.

adj ustment
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required in their career

prof ess ional commi tments

another person and felt
information about career

path. They wondered how their
couLd be adjusted or given to

generally there v¡as a lack of

and parenting issues.

b) Specific case study concerns.

Mothers vrere asked to recarl a specif ic recent stressful
event they had experienced (and may stilr be) related
closely to their hrork re-entry prans. They vrere asked to
describe the event and incrude place, people invorved, what

was done, and vlhy it \,Ias important to them.

For eleven of the events the situation was appraised by

the subject as 'one that must be accepted or gotten used

to'. For nine of these events the mother had previousry
stated that the transition to a working mother r.ras going to
be difficult or very difficult.

r ssues f ocusing on Day care services r¡¡ere the most

frequentry identified stressfur events (n=g). The revels of
stress and strain associated with these events were very
high. specifically, the events were identified as stressful
due to:
1. uncertainty about the safety, type or level of infant

care availabre in private home situations t¿ mothersl.
2. Difficulty locating a care giver and information about

that person tg mothersl.
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3. confricting information about the private home

situations and day care staft/chírd ratio tt motherl.

This mother's description of a stressful event gives
insight into the child care situation.

The most stres.sfur event for me has been trying tofind adequate child care for . The eventoccurred when. r began calling-[ó-ã-Iist of peoplethat a girlfriend had recommèndãd. On thisparticular afternoon after several weeks ofscrewing up my courage to begin calling, I calledthe second number on my list. rne oromãn answeredthe phone yelling at some children in thebackground. she interrupted the conversation toyeII at them a second time. In addition, sheindicated that she wourd drop one part-time chirdto take on my fuIl-time chi1d. This lack ofcommittment to her families indicated a qualitythat r didn't think would be a good infruence on
Perhaps on the surface this may seem asa_minor event, but it represented for me, my fearsabout entrusting my child to someone who may notbe caring and respectful of

Four mothers identified marital relations as the area
which presented an event of greatest stress. specific
events, were identified as stressful due to
1. Finding time for husband particularly the re-

establishment of the intimate rerationship [2 mothers].
2. Perceived lack of caring or wirlingness to assist by

husband when mother ï¡as under stress lz mothersl.
The following event identifies a marital relations situation
that one mother described as extremely stressful

This situation is ongoing. My baby is stilr fussy
?1d requi res a lot of attent ión. lto* wi 11 r everfind the time to be close to my husband again?
Two weeks ago r.¡e had an argument and he sùormedout-angry. The baby was 'ðranky' and I wasn'tcoping well. He said he $ras f oigotten in a1lthi s i vre never made 1ove ( which i sn ' t true )
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anymore. I said it v¡ill improve he said when??After he left r thought, but r start work again in6 weeks! _It wilt get worse not better. I just
can't find the tirne or energy to do everythíng.
We have not resolved this problem.

Three mothers described a stressful event v¡hich centered
around their infants' health care needs. Two of these
infants had experienced a short period of mird illness which
had been stressful. Further, they fert stress once again
when they considered how they wourd try to cope with their
infant if the infant became irr when they returned to work.
These mothers both held positions that had a major
responsibility for individuars which was difficult for
another employee to assume. The third mother fert stressed
because she was in conflict about breast feeding. Às an

administrator she fert her career v¡as dictating the way she

courd feed her baby. she felt caught by society's norms for
the family and the necessities of business practices.

Five mothers described role conflict and rore transition
events which were stressful. The mothers were attempting to
restructure their vrork time to meet the needs of their
present situation and finding the process difficult.

This mother's description is an exampre of a stressful
role transition event.

I had planned on returning to work full-time to
my o1d. posit ion which vras in admini strat ion,involving much supervision of staff, travefÍingthroughout the province, and varying amounts ofovertime, due_to meetings after-work, etc. During
my maternity leave, it became increasingly
apparent that it would be a terrible pañió to try
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and go back to that job, as wel1 as be a good
mother, wife, etc. My house is important to me,
so vre had discussed alternatives, such as MaidService, etc. but I didn't feel comfortable withthat. I just couldn't see how life would be"enjoyable" if I was going to try and work
everything in but then I felt I vras giving up ajob which I had worked hard to get.

I phoned a friend and colleague and we went forlunch to discuss my problem. I felt she would
understand, having 2 children and a career whichis important to her too. I knew in the end it
would have to be my decision though and that wasto go_Þ?ck part-time so I could fit everythinginto life without going ciazy

The level of stress experienced by the mothers did not
appear to be rerated to the type of event experienced. when

a mother's age and years of employment vrere compared to the
type of stressfur event the mother had described as the most

stressful, there vras a tendency for older mothers with
longer .years of employment to choose an aspect of day care
services. Mothers 25-28 years old described events which

related more to Role transition or Marital relations (rabre

18).
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TABLE 18

Rerationship of Mother's Age to choice of Most stressful
Event (n=20)

Mothers
Age

Daycare
Services

RoIe
Transition

Mar i tal
Relations

I nfant
HeaIth

1

1

1

2
1

1

3
1

1

1

a

2

35
34
33
32
31
30
29
28
27
26
25

4.5

The tool used for this study

identified how a person copes wi

event. A few collective trends

briefly presented. In more depth

relationships within each event

events.

C9PING STRÀTEGIES USED FOR SPECIFIC CONCERNS:
REÀCTIONS

v¡as a process tool which

th a specific stressful
can be seen and these are

, this section identifies
and within categories of

Eight mothers described an aspect of Day care services as

the most stressful event occurring in the last month and

related to their decision to return to work. seven mothers

rated the experience as extremely or highly stressful_ (tabre

19). The people involved in these situations were friends,
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TABLE 19

Lever of stress Experienced for specific stressfur Events

TYPE OF EVENT

LEVEL OF STRESS

Ex. High Very High Hi gh Mod Low

Day Care (n=8)
Role Trans (n=5)
Infant HeaIth (n=3)
Marital Relations (n=4)

1

2

1

4

1

2

?

5

6
1

1

3

11 00

famiì-y members or infant caretakers. one mother had not
involved anyone in her concern. (table 20). The number of

TABLE 20

Peopre rnvolved in the specific stressful Event

TYPE OF WORK Self Only
PEOPLE INVOLVED
Person(s) FamiIy Others
at Work Members

Day Care (n=8)
Role lrans (n=5)
Infant HeaIth (n=3)
Marital Relations (n=4)

6

1

7

i

2j
6

2

2

1

3

1

;



coping strategies used, ranged

emotional focused than problem
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from 4-32 (mean 17.5). More

focused strategies were used

TABLE 21

coping strategies used for specific Groups of stressful
Event s

TYPE OF EVENT
COPING

Problem
Focused

STRATEGIES
Emot i ona 1

Focused
Ratio

Day Care (n=8)
Role Trans (n=5)
Infant HeaIth (n=3)
Marital Relations (n=4)

55
40
34
32

85
79
s1
53

223
122
2:3
3:5

by the eight mothers (ratio of
mothers felt the situation was

three mothers felt they needed

could act. One mother felt she

(rable 22).

322) (table 21). Four

one that they must accept and

more information before they

could change the situation

Four mothers described a stressfur event relating to
marital rerations. Three of these mothers were extremery
stressed. Most mothers (n=3) invorved their family in the
concern. However one mother, who rated the event as a
'high' level of stress, rather than extremely high had not
involved anyone else in the concern. The total number of
emotional focused coping strategies used were srightry
higher for this group than probrem focused strategies with a

ratio of 5:3.
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TÀBLE

Mothers Appraisal of Spec

22

ial Stressful Events

TYPE OF EVENT Can
Change

ÀPPRÀI SAL
Must Need More
Accept Information

Held
Bac k

Ðay Care (n=8)
RoIe Trans (n=5)
Infant Health (n=3)
Marital Relations (n=4)

!
2

3

4
5
1

1

11

3

2

5

1

1

The appraisal of the situation varied, as irrustrated in
Table 22.

Events invorving rore transition (n=5) varied in the
levels of stress they caused. Three events were not shared
with another person and two invorved person(s) at work. rn
this category emotional focused strategies were once again
more frequently used than problem focused strategies by a

ratio of 221. À11 but one of the mothers felt their
situation rr'as one that must be accepted or gotten used to.
The other mother fert she $¡as hording herserf back from
doing what she wanted to do.

Three mothers cited infant health care needs

stressful situation for them. The events were

stressful. They all involved family members or

as the most

rated as very

friends.
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Mothers again used more emotionar focused strategies than
problem strategies with a ratio of 3¿2. Two mothers felt
they needed to know more before they could act and one

mother felt the situation must be accepted or gotten used

to.

Generarly a few trends Ì{ere presented by the coping
strategy data. Five coping strategies were not used by any

of the respondents fcr their specific concern. These were:

1. Got the person responsible to change his or her mind;
2. Got professionar herp and did what they recommended;

3. Realized you brought the problem on yourself;
4. Took a big chance or did something very risky;
5. Refused to believe that it had happened.

The five most frequently used coping strategies were:

1. Waited to see what would happen;

2. Let your feelings out somehow;

3. Talked to someone about how you were feeling;
4. Just took things one step at a time;
5. wished that the situation wourd go avray or somehow be

over with.

The coping strategies that were not used by anyone and those
which were most frequentry used come from both the emotional
and problem focused group.
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4.6 GENERAL RESOURCE NETWORK: MODERÀTORS

The two main moderators chosen for this study were a) the
general structure and type of support systems and b) extent
of pre-planning activity.

Structure and type of support system

when mothers v¡ere asked to assess their situation for
Ievels of generar support and assistance onry one mother

fert she had more opportunities than anyone courd ever use.
The majority of the mothers (n=14) had average levers of
support with just a littre extra for emergencies, four had

average revels of support but nothing for emergencies and

one mother felt she had few opportunities for support and

assistance at that time.

Eleven mothers in this study felt that the level of
support and assistance available to them generalry was a
concern. Nine of the mothers considered this concern to be

above average or extremely stressful.

when asked about support and assistance specificarly
around the work re-entry transition mothers described their
partners as very strongly supportive (n=6), providing an

average amount of support (n=12) and neutrar (n=2). The

primary resource persons for mothers when needing a herpful
person with whom to discuss concerns about motherhood and

career were husband (n=14); mother (n=2); female friend
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(n=2)¡ none (n=2). Husbands v¡ere the most often cited
helpful person (n=15) when needing to discuss concerns about
motherhood and its relationship to work re-entry. Mothers
were second in frequency (n=6). Husbands were frequentry
the onry person (n=8) and the majority of mothers (n=12)

could onry name one person as herpful. Two mothers felt
they did not have a herpful person to discuss these concerns
with.

colleagues were generally seen as supportive (n=15) of
career and motherhood roles. Three mothers did not know if
their colleagues wourd be supportive of their dual_ role of
working mother. Two felt their colleagues v¡ere

unsupportive. Responses from questions designed to elicit
identification of material supports or special services
provided by their emproyers were vague and infrequent (see

section 4.3 work condition factors ). A1r mothers

identified maternity leave as a benefit being offered by

their employer. For fourteen mothers this v¡as the only
benefit identified.

Thirty percent of mothers (n=6) had read one articre on

work re-entry and motherhood. Eight mothers had not read

any.

Mothers were asked which resource would they
would prevent or moderate the stress involved i
to the i r career ? t"tany of the responses ( n= 1 5 )

infant care needs.

pick which

n returning

referred to
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1. Trustworthy babysitter g

2. Relative to babysit in own home 3

3. Licenced in-home babysitter 1

4. Live-in babysitter 1

5. Day care at office 2

other responses centered more on household assistance
such as their partner or non family member providing
assistance with housework.

Finally one mother felt more support from her family
wourd reaIly assist her to cope and two mothers felt if a

financial incentive v¡as offered to them to stay home and

look after their baby they would choose that option.

b) Extent of pre-planning activity

six mothers had decided prenatally or during the earry
post-partum period to reduce their work status to part-time.
one mother reduced her working status to part-time before
conception but returned to fulr-time before the birth took
pIace. Two other mothers had tried but failed to obtain
their employers' approval.

Discussing the pre-work earry a.m. schedure with their
partners to be abre to accommodate everyone's needs had been

done by two mothers. one mother had changed her position to
reduce the hours she would work. None of the non-hearth
professionars (n=12) had mader oF were able to make special
employment p1ans.
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Nine mothers stated their choice of infant feeding method

was influenced by their l¡ork re-entry prans. Breast feeding
mothers (n=12) vrere more 1ikely to make employment changes

to accommodate breastfeeding if their partner was very
supportive of their breastfeeding activity (pearson r=0.76,
p .0039 ) .

when mothers \,¡ere asked to identi f y spec i f ic planning
they had done to manage the rores of mother, employee and

wife, a range of pre-planning activity was seen.

childcare: Thirteen rnothers were in the process of
finalizing plans for chird care. rn-home or family day care
was chosen by seven, a rerative as a sitter h'as chosen by

two, three infants v¡ere on the waiting lists of Day care
centres and one husband was taking over chird care. Three

mothers stated they had not taken any action but had thought
about Day care. other child care prans for individual
mothers invorved rotation of baby care at night (n=1 ) and

arranging for casual babysitting (n=1 ). Four mothers had

not considered chird care arrangements. These mothers arso
fert their work was not compatibre with their nev¡ task of
motherhood (n=2) or they were,-rn",rr" of its compatibirity
(n=2 ) .

Housekeepinq: when considering planning for housekeeping,

three mothers had made arrangements for a cleaning service
and one mother had thought about this option. Another
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mother had prans to reorganize her kitchen cupboards to have

quicker access to daily used items and to better organize
the new baby's items. yet another mother had ptans to move

her husband's clothes to another room to reduce the pre-work
earry morning noise. Two mothers stated they had not made

speciar housekeeping plans as they expected their partner to
assist them more but both stated they rearly had not
discussed this yet. Fourteen mothers felt they had not done

any pre-planning for housekeeping tasks

other: Mothers were asked to identify other plans or
activities they felt they had done which were strongly
related to v¡ork reentry. The items eight mothers identified
were:

purchase of a microvrave (2)

purchase of a dishwasher (Z)

purchase of a BBe

purchase of extra baby supplies and eguipment for sitter
purchase of an extra car to be able to take baby to family
day care

investigation of a Nanny service
planning a one week vacation with partner (arone) before
work re-entry

planning for "Babysitters Bag", ie. diapers, bottres,
creams, etc.

preparing freezer dinners
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Three mothers fert they rearry had not made any plans for
work re-entry. All three were intending to return to work.

when discussing pre-planning activities, mothers
generally wanted to discuss the process of pre-planning.
Frequentry mothers stated that the pranning activity r{as

more than a single item or àctivity and that what they had

done v¡as not always effective or what they really wanted to
do.

4.7 SUMMÀRY

The data from this study were anaryzed using both
quantitative and qualitative methods. The framework

developed by Allen and van de Vlerts (19g2) was the format
for presentation. within the framework conceptual
categories specific to a career woman's/mother's transition
from ful1-time motherhood to career woman/mother vrere

maintained. Àntecedent conditions were described and

various moderators !¡ere presented. The mother's concerns
Ì,¡ere specif ic and in some cases the level of stress was

identified. Each mother identified a particularly stressful
personar situation and these vrere categorized. Mothers
identified the coping strategies they used for this
stressful situation. Lastry mothers identified those
resources which assisted them in a general way or for a

specifically stressful or potentiarly stressful situation.
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The next chapter wilr discuss the resurts of the study,
make recommendations based on the results and present the
study's implication for nursing.



Chapter V

DI SCUSSION ÀND CONCLUSIONS

5.1 INTRODUCTTON

The purpose of this study þ¡as 1) to describe the
difficulties primiparous career s¡omen face on work re-entry
after childbearíng, 2) identify the coping strategies they
use and 3) ascertain the resources which prevent or moderate

role strain. Alren & van de vriert's (1994) model provided
the organizational process for examining the transition from
mother to career woman and mother. Role theory was used as

the basis for understanding the shift from one role to
another. The resulting role strain and the management of
the stressor $¡as described using the coping theory of
Folkman & Lazarus (1980).

Twenty mothers preparing for work re-entry participated
in this descriptive study over a period of two months. À

face to face semi structured interview was used with each

subject based on categories previously identified from a

literature search, discussion with professionals and parent
reports as they related to this transition period. subjects
were arso asked to comprete a serf report on a recent
stressful event related to work re-entry and to identify the
coping strategies they used during that event.

116
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chapter five determines the meaning and varue of the
corrected and analyzed data. The discussion of the results
is organized using Àrlen & van De vliert's (1gg4) moder.
The components of the moder are presented individually
though some integration was necessary for discussion
purposes. The components contain both the theoretical and
practical implications of the findings guided by the three
research questions.

5.2 SUMMARY

Generally mothers in this study, attended prenatar
classes, had very rittre infant care experience prior to the
birth of their infant, had pranned conception and planned to
return to work 20-25 weeks after the birth of their infant.
Most of these mothers supported the idea of women with
chirdren working but frequently found iL necessary to
compromise their own career. A trend toward a belief in
shared career prior ízation was found but not substantiated
in descriptions of action taken.

The mothers in this study had a range of feelings towards
their nev¡ responsibirities. Those who betieved in the
modi f ied rore f or vromen Ì.rere generally more sat i sf ied wi th
their present situation. rnfant behaviour in this study was

an important determinate in the mother's adaptation to her
nev¡ ro1e. Mothers of average or easy to care for infants
vrere more satisfied with their role of mother. Most mothers
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felt their feelings about returning to work had artered.
Both successive rore occupancy and single role transitions
provided satisfaction for the mothers in this study. À

mother's own postpartum hearth status was related to her
perception of her infant's ease of care and her abirity to
cope with the stress of work re-entry. There appeared to be

a relationship between the postpartum period and mood

changes. A high level, 75 percent, of the subjects
experienced mood changes ranging from crying to major
symptoms of depression. part-time work was an option onry
for health professionals.

Mothers identified many concerns. society's role
expectations and their own beriefs were in conflict. The

transition to working mother v¡as expected to be difficult.
organizing activities and barancing demands were seen as

major concerns. Mothers were concerned about finding chird
care, the fit between the parent role and longterm career
aspirations, changing infant feeding methoð,s/rourines and

integrating child care activities and work schedules.
Mothers identified internar/emotional struggres, intimate
wif.e/partner di lemrnas and wor k/prof essional concerns. r f a

common reality exists it was within the realm of mother-
infant attachment. Few mothers had anticipated the depth and

strength of the bonds between themserves and their babies
and its influence over their work re-entry decision making.
Frequently mother's concerns centered more on obtaining
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external resources, suggesting a shift from 'incorporation
of a new family member' to that of incorporation of a new

family member into their work life'.

rn an attempt to cope with prior or ongoing stressful
work rerated situations during the previous month, mothers

had used both problem and emotion focused coping strategies.
variability rather than consistency predominated across
situations. overarl, when an event was appraised as having
the potential for amelioration, or one where they needed

more information, more problem focused coping was used.

Negotiating, a coping strategyr wâs not identified as being
used to address role transition concerns.

The resources which prevented or moderated the stress of
rore transition for these primiparous women as they prepared
to return to their careers demonstrated both commonality and

variabirity. These mothers felt they had an average amount

of support and assistance for chird care. However the sample

vras ress homogenous when generar support and assistance was

addressed.

Husbands/partners were identified as the most

used work re-entry resource persons. Subject's
and Hearth Professionars vrere rarely identified
entry resource persons.

f requent 1y

own mothers

as work re-

Mothers fert society was supportive of the dual rore of
career woman/mother. However, they were divided on their
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feelings about work/motherhood compatibility. Mothers used

few written resources on work re-entry issues. Most mothers

expected to experience changes in their relationships with
female col-leagues. However, a change in relationships with
mal-e colleagues was not anticipated. Mothers stated they had

few options when considering their own personal work re-
entry needs. No single option would meet the personar work

re-entry needs of arl the mothers in this sampre. However,

when the category of need is broadened to general resources
which would reduce work re-entry stress, the rnajority
identified obtaining chitdcare services.

various leve1s of work re-entry preplanning activity had

taken place for chirdcare needs, employment issues and

housekeeping demands. However, no preplanning activity
rel-ated to maritar relations and work re-entry vras

identified.

only mothers chosing to use bottre or mixed infant
feeding methods were influenced in their choice by work re-
entry prans. Breast-feeding mothers appeared in this sample

to need husband/partner support to be successful in
breastfeeding and working.

Examination of case studi

a few trends. For childcare
contact the person/facility
concerns, the partner or an

es for resources used identified
concerns, mothers attempted to
directly. For marital relations
extended family member was
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involved. rn role conflict situations, colleagues or self
only was the resource, and friends with young children were

used for infant health care concerns.

5.3 PROFILE OF SÀMPLE: ÀNTECENDENT coNDITToNS

Mothers in this study had a higher than average rate of
attendance at Prenatar classes compared to the general
prenatal popuration of Manitoba. This may reflect a greater
acceptance of receiving knowledge using classes or group

meetings. However, it may be the result of the methodology
which used snowbarr sampling. ExpecLant mothers frequentry
only 9et to know other expectant mothers at prenatal classes
so are more likely to refer them to the investigator.

This study confirmed data that new mothers frequently
have very littre infant care experience prior to the birth
of their infant. Occupation

hearth professional did not infruence the rever of infant
care experience a mother had had.

Mothers in this study planned to return to work on

average 20-25 weeks after the birth of their infant. Àr1

had been a mother for at least 8 weeks. Àlthough these
mothers are arso career vromen, the length of time they had

been mothers and the intensity of the rore enactment denotes
a semi permanent shift from one position to another or a

rol-e transition, f.or most mothers. This transition is
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considered to be semi permanent as arr mothers identified
they intended to return to work thereby activating the
latent position of career vroman into a manifest one. This
return to their career woman rore is comprex and termed role
alternation or the successive occupancy of two positions.
Most of these mothers stated they supported rvomen with
children having jobs and careers. However, 10 (so%) mothers
unexpectedly found themselves seeking part-time work rather
than returning to full-time work, in order to cope with the
stress involved in managing successive occupancy of two

positions. This supports poroma et al's (19g1) study that
married professional Ì.¡omen with children find it necessary

to compromise their professionar careers. Four mothers
found that during the experience of motherhood they now

preferred that role and the role of career woman was felt to
be artered to that of a vroman who works in a job. These

mothers had invested a considerable amount of themselves in
their career, making this a very difficurt yet significant
change in their serf concept. It is possible that the
option to stop working altogether was not an option for
these v¡omen¡ ês none of the mothers in the study considered
this an option when presented with a case study. volunteer
work may arso have been a difficurt choice, as mothers

appeared to be torn between their roLe of mother and their
ovrn personal need to work. There $ras a suggestion in the
responses that it was not totalry acceptable to work outside
the home, leaving the care of their infant to an outsider,
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unless their v¡ork was for income necessary to the famiry
budget.

when attitudes towards career priorization (husband vs.
wife) were explored using a case study situation, a definite
trend towards shared career priorization v¡as seen. This
trend was arso confirmed in the mother's own career
situation. rt appears that these mothers believed that
compromise, the coping strategy noted in much of Èhe dual-
career riterature as the mechanism used by married career
vromen, should now be considered a shared coping strategy for
some couples. However, in practice the majority of these
coupres (15) did not use the compromising strategy as a
coping mechanism in their report of a stressful event. This
suggests an attitude change may have taken prace but the
behaviour change has yet to come regarding shared career
compromising. rf this attitude is not herd by their
partners, it may not be a feasible coping strategy for the
mothers in this study.

No correlations were found between the subjects' beriefs
about women's roles and their own future work prans. For a

smarl subgroup of the sample, there was a difference between

what $¡as believed to be a woman's rore and what they vrere

abre, ât this point in time, to actualry do. For example,

six mothers, when considering a case study, chose a solution
that required both parties to respond to the situation
equally by each reducing the amount of time they worked
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outside the home. These same mothers had, however,

priorized their or¡¡n partners' careers ahead of their own.

once again a belief was established as present, but the
behaviour was absent.

The new mothers had a range of feerings towards their new

responsibilities. Many mothers (n=12) fert they h,ere doing
what they arways wanted to do in having a baby to rook
after. However, other mothers (n=g) were ambivalent or fert
this vras not true f or them. of this group arl but two had

planned conception. This suggests that, although babies are
frequently planned and women have built a career before the
childbearing phase, many vromen may not have seen this as a

major goal in their 1ife. This finding contrasts with the
findings of others (poroma , 1gg1 , yaharem, 197g, and Tangri,
1972) who found, using various popurations, that most women

wish to become mothers. perhaps this can be explained by

the rapid changes in society and the increase in the numbers

of couples now choosing a childfree marriage.

Noticeabry, those mothers who berieved in the modified
rore, ie. sharing of. responsibirities but gender specific,
vrere generally satisfied with their present situation.
Those who believed in the new role ie. a woman's rore is
basically no different from a man's did not demonstrate this
trend. rt may be that v¡omen have more success. in taking
smarl steps towards equality in the home situation rather
than in quickly changing traditional rores. Mothers may
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have believed in the nev¡ role but racked partner support.
Perhaps the infant's birth had infruenced the couple's
beliefs or behaviour in some way. The birth may have

elicited new maternal or paternal feelings which charlenged
previous beliefs and behaviours.

5.4 SITUATIONAL INFLUENCING FÀcToRs: MODERATORS

rn this study, experience in caring for the infant of a

rerative increased a mother's perceived abitity to care for
her own infant. Experience with a relative's baby may

assist the mother to better read her own baby's cues thereby
making her feel good about her ability to provide for her
infant.

when the mothers felt their infants were average or easy

to care for they rated their satisfaction with the
motherhood role as high. Babies bring their own

characteristics and particurar needs to the infant care
situation. This supports the work of pedersen (197s),

Roberts (1983), and sameroft. (197s) who identifed infant
behaviour as an important determinanL in the adaptation a
family achieves.

The presence of their infants affected the mothers

feerings about returning to work. Mothers were caught up in
their relationship with their infant. This confirms the
work by Grossman et al (1980) who found an extremely close
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tie between a mother and her first chird. seventeen mothers
fert their feerings about returning to work had changed.

All non-health professionals fert their feelings had

changed. Ei.even of the twelve non-health professionals were

returning to ful1-time positions arthough some have wourd

preferred part-time. It is possible that the job
frexibility avairabre to some hearth professionars enabres

some of them to better pran their return to their careers.

Mothers who had continued with some aspect of their
career which they fert had intruded on the time with their
baby during the post partum period demonstrated sirnirar
feelings of satisfaction with their ability to manage their
life with the new baby as mothers who had praced their
careers totally on hold during this period. This rends
support to the uniqueness of coping and the need for
flexibility in options for career women during the
postpartum period. For some mothers, the abirity to develop
and maintain successive rore occupancy, rather than singre
rore transitions, provided satisfaction; for others the
single role transition did the same.

Interestingry, mothers who had a high lever of education
experienced a greater need to do career work during the
postpartum period. This courd refrect the heavy investment
they had in their careers, be a feature of positions with
autonomy in which responsibility was difficult to transfer
and/or represent mothers who e¡ere abre and wanted to do both
mothering and career work.
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A mother's postpartum hearth status was related to her
perception of her infant's ease of care. Fourteen mothers

said they were and had been heatthy, and of these all but
one fert their babies v¡ere average or easy to care for. rn

contrast, of the six mothers who described themselves as

less than healthy, three described their babies as difficult
and none felt their baby was easy to care for. As

relationships between mother and infant are reciprocal in
nature (pedersen, 1975; and Roberts, 1993) further data
would be required to interpret these findings.

This study strongly suggests the existence of a

relationship between the postpartun period and mood changes.

The study found both very early postpartum mood changes ( in
the first few days), earry postpartum mood changes (between

homecoming and the first 3 weeks) and later depression.
Twenty five percent of the sample experienced major signs of
depression lasting two weeks or more beyond the third
postpartum week. Further study is required to determine if
the external stressor work re-entry is associated with
the high proportion of careerwomen/mothers who experience

depress i on .

À mother's health status infruences her feelings about

work re-entry. Mothers who vrere in less than good health
fert they were going to find it difficurt to cope with the
adjustment necessary for work re-entry. Àlthough these
mothers were all medically healthy at the time of the
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interview, six rnothers felt they would be unable to cope

with ful1-time work re-entry. only the health professionals
fert they had the option of part-time work t d coping
strategy ten mothers stated they would like to be abre to
use.

5.5 CONCERNS IDENTIFIED: STRÀIN

Research euestion #1
"What are the work re-entry concerns facingprimiparous women as they þrepare to return totheir careers?"

rn 1969 p.apoport and Rapoport's study identified
'personar norm diremmas' as a foci of sLress for dual career
families. This was found to be true for seven mothers in
this study who found society's role expectations for new

mothers, and their own beriefs, v¡ere more stressfur than
they had expected. This concern r¿¡as not directly rerated to
friends anð./or neighbours who were seen as supportive, but
referred to the mothers' perception of society's
expectations as a whore. Despite the shift to social
support for working mothers (Frankel, 1992), seven mothers
in this study stirl felt in conflict with society.

This study supports Allen and Van De vliert,s (19g4)

moder which identifies role strain as being a normal part of
any rore transition. Fifteen mothers felt the transition to
the working mother role was a concern and would be difficurt
for them.
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The lever of support and assistance available during the
work re-entry Lime was a concern nor ereven mothers. This
is an important transitional strain moderating factor which,
if absent, courd prace these mothers at risk for acute
cognitive and affective disturbance during this period.
Mothers in this study were not aÌ.rare of any program which
assists mothers during this transitional time.

The organization of activities was a major concern for
eighteen mothers in this study. This adds to Gruis (1977)

and Harrison and Hicks (1980) studies which identified
'regulating famiry demands' as a major dilemma for
postpartum women. This study would suggest the concern
extends beyond the postpartum period for r,romen who intend to
return to their careers.

Eighteen mothers also felt a strong concern about their
ability to barance the initial changes brought about by work
re-entry. How would they be able to barance career and

motherhood? This supports Rapoport and Rapoport's study
(1969) that role confrict due to confricting demands of nevr

parenting and career was found to be a significant diremma.

These mothers are already in the transitionar process of
organization, disorganization and restructuring that occurs
to accomodate the shif ts in the ner.¡ parenting rore. The

accomodation for most career women/mothers is a dual shift.
The majority of new mothers in this study were restructuring
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their rores within the famiry unit while knowing that
further disorganization and restructuring awaited them upon

work re-entry.

À few nnothers (5) felt comfortable with their parenting
and career plans beyond the work re-entry period. These

mothers had all addressed the major concern of child care
prior to this study and may possibly have felt a measure of
control over their pranning ability for the future. Twelve

mothers, ten of whom had addressed child care plans, stated
they vrere concerned about their parenting rore and its fit
with their long term career aspirations. This suggests that
childcare planning may not be the onry factor which

infruences a mother's feerings about future parenting and

career role satisfaction. This concern courd also be a

reflection of the mother's desire for a high revel of
achievement (Barnett , 1971 ¡ Rice , 1979) in the new rore of
career woman/mother. rt may also be connected with feelings
of ambivalence found in the ansh'ers to open ended questions
soliciting concerns not addressed in the questionnaire.
Mothers are not sure if they can perform both rores to the
levels they would like to achieve.

Three mothers stated that they had not thought about the
Iong term fit of their parenting role and career
aspirations. These mothers stated they had done rittre (one

mother had a casual babysitter) to nothing in the childcare
preplanning area. These three mothers did not feel
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societyrs expectations were a concern for them and feLt
their most stressful event in the last month had to be

accepted or gotten used to. These mothers did not appear to
be more stressed than other subjects, suggesting this
difference may just refrect the coping styles these ï¡omen

use.

À11 mothers who were breast feeding (12) felt the changes
required in their breast feeding routine on work re-entry
were going to be stressful. The reasons for this st.ress
were identified as: having to stop or change routine;
practical 'how to' concerns; handling of physical needs

during the work day and concerns around the reaction of
corleagues. some of this stress courd be related to the
lack of norms and rore expectations (alren & van de vriert,
1982) for mothers returning to their careers when stirl
breastfeeding. Given the magnitude of the difficurty, it is
surprising that eight mothers Ì.¡ere going to try to breast
feed while working.

Many mothers (18) described the way motherhood had

altered their feelings abouL returning to work. Though the
word 'concern' vras not used f or all the exampres, the
responses appear to or could reflect "concerns". Àn

unanticipated finding $¡as that these responses all contained
an element of the unexpected. The mothers in this study did
not anticipate the depth of the'bond'between a mother and

her baby. This supports the Grossman et al (19g0) study
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where an extremery close tie between a mother and her first
chi rd vras f ound. The mothers in thi s study were f ac ing a

partial separation of these close ties, of a greater
magnitude than they had anticipated, when they returned to
work.

Mothers who identified that their work, as they had reft
it, was incompatibre with motherhood (9), had arl been in
positions of responsibirity that required a high revel of
personal frexibirity. These mothers now fert concern that
they no longer had that personar flexibility and their work

lives wourd now be more structured. For some this courd
represent reduced career advancement, for others it may

reduce job satisfaction, a factor identified by Jimenez and

Nevrton (1982) as important to adaption to healthy
childbearing. Mothers arso expressed concern that most

motherhood responsibilities were going to have to be

adjusted to fit with their work responsibilities and this
$¡as going to be di f f icult f or arl members of the f ami Iy.
This demonstrates once again Lhe difficulty these mothers
were experiencing in pJ-anning to restructure the rores and

responsibilities of motherhood for the second time.

This study was not abre to lend support to Rapoport &

Rapoport's (1966) theory of career stages and degree of
accomodation. This is due in part to the possibre

differences in mare and femare career patterns. rn this
study the mothers' lengths of emproyment ranged from 3 to 17
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years, yet no difference courd be found in the intended
method of incorporation of work rife and family demands.

Mothers in this study with estabrished careers still felt
they should adjust their family life to their career demands

Those women who pranned to make adjustments in the 'extra
duties'area, e9. reducing overtime, travel, committee
membership, or change to working part-time, felt their
career advancement to be significantly compromised. This
confirms the work of poloma et ar (19g1) which identifies
that married professional vromen with chirdren found it
necessary to compromise their professional careers. onry
two mothers felt their partner was making adjustments in his
work ie. reducing overtime. This suggests that women may

accommodate family life and work cycle transitions
differently and to a degree different to that of men.

Mothers r.rere able to identi f y many spec i f ic concerns not
directly addressed in the questionnaire. rt is apparent
that for these new mothers there are a number of issues to
be addressed. concerns identified internar/emotional
struggres of the mothers that are difficult to share even

with their partners. other concerns centered on the
wife/partner relationship in the intimate area of the
rerationship. À few mothers fert the lack of support from
their partners was a concern. Practical concerns vrere found
in the work/professional arena. Mothers had not explored,
or had been unabre to find ans$¡ers to, work related
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concerns. Though infant care vras addressed in the
questionnaire and courd be used if appropriate for the case

study, four mothers felt it needed to be identified as a

concern more specifically. This could confirm a high degree
of stress associated with child care issues during the time
of work re-entry preparations.

5.6 SPECIFIC CONCERNS ÀND COPTNG STRÀTEGIES USED

Research Question #2

"Hov¡ do primiparous sromen-cope with work re-entrystressors prior to returning to their careers?"

rn this study both problem and emotion focused coping
strategies $rere used in an attempt to handle problems. This
finding supports Lazarus concrusion (see Folkman & Lazarus,
1980) ttrat coping is best seen as a complex process
involvinE both the problem-sorving and emotion-regurating
functions. variabirity rather than consistency generally
predominated across situations, due in most part to sample

size. However, a few coping strategies were used frequentry
and across different stressful situations, suggesting a

smarl trend towards universarity of application, whereas

others (5) did not appear at alr. This implies a smart

measure of consistency for this sample.

Lazarus and Launier (1978) considered the appraisal of an

event to be a criticar determinant of the coping process.
According to the appraisal theory:
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". . . in a threatening or harmfur situation that isappraised as holding few possibilities forbeneficial,change, the person witl employ emotion-focused modes of coping. on the other hãnd, whena situation is appraised as having the potentiatfor amelioration by action, the pãrson wiff useproblem-focused coping to alter the troubledrelationship that produced the emotional
distress. " (fotkman and Lazarus, 1990).

This'study lends support to this theory. overarl, when

mothers fert they courd change or do something about the
situation, or needed to know more about the situation before
they could act, they generated equar rates of problem-

focused vs. emotion-focused coping (ratio 1 :1 ).

Lazarus and Launier (1978) consider both problem-focused

and emotion-focused strategies as important in coping. Àrr
mothers in this study used both types of strategies to
various degrees, ât various times and in various
combinations. No attempt was made to evaluate the
effectiveness of these coping behaviours.

Eight mothers identified 'Day care' concerns as the most

stressful event they had experienced in the previous month.

For the ma jority of these mothers ( 6 ) trris concern v¡as

unresorved. rt appears the 'Day care' concerns are
difficult to resolve quickry as resorution appears to be

centered around the mother's feerings of trust; trust that
her child will be safe, well cared for and not placed at a

di sadvantage.
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When the high number of day care concerns were

considered, a trend appeared which suggests that for these
career women/mothers a change in the foci of concerns may

have taken place. The early postpartum period of physicar
restoration and incorporation of a new famiry member (Gruis,
1977 ) changes to concerns which centre more on obtaining
external resources. Further, if the five reported events in
the.category of 'rore conflict' are considered, it is found

that these mothers are novr working on the ,incorporation of
a new famiry member' into their v¡ork life rather tban/or as

well as into their family.

seven of the eight mothers who identified day care
services as their major stressful event utilized more

emotionar coping than probrem sorving strategies. various
factors courd account for these findings. women in general
may normally use more emotionarry focused coping strategies.
However this was not supported by Folkman and Lazarus'
(1980) research where it was found that women and men do not
differ in their use of emotion-focused coping within simirar
contexts of living. The mothers courd have racked knowredge

about how to access assistance since three mothers

identified the situation as one in which they "needed to
know more about the situation before (they) could act".
This then may have reduced their abitity to utirize probrem-

focused coping strategies. The fact that onry one mother

appraised the situation as one she could change or do
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strategies being perceived

day care concerns.
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less problem-focused

be available to use to address

Four mothers described a stressfur- event rerating to
marital rerations and work re-entry. The ratio of emotional
to problem focused strategies used for these concerns was

only slightly higher (ratio 5:3) than that of day care
(ratio 322). unlike the day care concerns, onry one mother

felt she had to accept the situation. other mothers fert
they did not'need to know more about the situation' but
felt rather they courd change the situation (2) or were

holding back at this point in time (1). rt would appear

that the assessment of the situation, in the individual
cases of day care and marital relations concerns, did not
significantly alter the emotional to probrem focused

strategy ratio.

The five rore transition concerns produced the highest
number of emotion to probtem focused strategies (ratio z:1).
This is not surprising given the rack of knowledge about the
nature of role transition for career women/mothers, the
isoration of mothers from their employment support network
and the lack of role models. The mothers' general appraisar
of the event as one which 'must be accepted or gotten used

to' supports the idea that mothers see few possibilities for
change externally, so attempt to cope with stressful
situations using emotions instead.

to

to
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skinner, in her literature review (1990) found dual-
career couples are increasingly interested in negotiating
work arrangements which reduce or remove some of the
1 i festyle stress.

rn t.his the present study only one of the five mothers

experiencing a rore conflict stressful situation had

'Bargained or compromised to get something positive from the
situation'. This is surprising as many mothers identified
negotiating as a strategy they had used to help them cope

generarly in their work environment. This low number may be

due to the small sampre size, the unavairability of this
option for these mothers for the situations they described,
the lack of preparatory information to enhance this way of
coping at this point in time or that they fert this strategy
wourd not have been appropriate for their particurar
concern. Negotiation as a strategy may onry be seen for rol_e

confrict situations before taking a reave or after work re-
entry.

The three infant health care concerns formed the smallest
group of reports suggesting thaL hearth care needs of the
infant at 2-6 months of age are addressed s¡ithout a great
dear of stress, other types of concern are more stressful at
this time anð,/or these needs are not perceived as relating
to work re-entry concerns.
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rn .summary, both problem and emotion focused coping
strategies nere used by these mothers. Few consistencies
were seenr âs coping appears to be situation specific. rn
general when an event vras appraised as one that the mother
could change, more probrem focused coping v¡as used.
However, both types of coping vrere used in alr the serf
reports given.

5.7 GENERÀL RESOURCE NETT.¡ORK

Research Question #3

"which resources prevent or moderate the stress ofrole transition for primiparous women as theyprepare to return to their careers?"

The level of support and assistance perceived to be

availabre by 50% of the mothers in this study was l_ow and

created a very stressf ul situation. This r.ras an unexpected
f inding in reration to assistance as career couples are
reported to be quite willing to use money to help resolve
over 10ad concerns (Holmstron, 1973). possibly the type of
assistance these mothers required was not availabre to them

for purchase or they did not know how to access this
resource. However, when support and assistance for child
care was addressed specifically, mothers generally fert they
had an average amount with a 1ittle extra support and

assistance for emergencies. This suggests that for s0% ot
the r.romen in the study, support and assisLance for chird-
minding activities was not the only variable invorved in
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their feelings about the general level of support and

assistance avairable to them. conceptually, mothers may

have found this question a difficult one to answer as

'support' and 'assistance' could be thought of as mutuarly
exclusive elements.

Following the studies done by Gruis (1 g77) and Harrison
and Hicks (1978) in the postpartum period in which the
husband is seen as the most frequently used resource person,
this study found husbands/partners are also invotved in work
re-entry assistance. Husbands/puttners were seen as the
most herpful, and frequently, the onry resource person used
when needing to discuss motherhood and its relationship to
work re-entry. This may be due to the fact that fourteen
mothers had their careers on hord or partially on hord and

did not have frequent contact with colreagues during this
period. Mothers also stated they fert isotated, confirming
the work by Danaher (1982) cited by schlesinger (19g4)

indicating that the opportunity to discuss work re-entry
concerns with others may be Iimited.

The mother's age appeared to be rerated to the choice of
a helpful person in regard to work re-entry. The older the
mother, the more likery she would be to identify her
husband/partner as the most herpful person. This suggests
that order mothers may use a different resource person
generarly or for work re-entry concerns specifically. Thís
finding lends support to the Frankel & wise (19g2) study
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which found older mothers used different resource persons to
meet their needs.

Mothers did not identify a Health professional as being a

helpful person for work re-entry concerns. The data offered
no clues about the possibre reasons for this. Few mothers
had had more than one contact with a non-physician hearth
professionar since their hospital discharge and this lack of
visibility may account for this omission in the data.

Frankel et al's (1982) study found that r.¡omen supported
the idea that society nov¡ expected them to be employed most

of their adurt life. This study lends support to their
findings as fifteen mothers in this study perceived
colleagues to be supportive of their dual rore of career
woman/mother. rf these mothers are correct, social
acceptance will be a positive moderating factor (erren & van

De VIiert, 1984) which will then reduce the transitional
stress.

Minkler and Biller (197g) found that correctly
anticipating a new set of rore expectations helps to prevent
role shock and strain. The majority of mothers (n=14) fert
that due to their role change, career women to career
women/mother, there wourd be a change in relationships or
interaction patterns with their femare colreagues. However,

in contrast, for those mothers with mare colreagues (n=17),

a change in this area was generalry not expected (n=12).
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This suggests that more changes in relationships or
interactions are expected v¡ith femare than with mare

colleagues. Further study could exprore these differences
and determine the relationship between mare and femare

colleagues and the mother's resource network.

Despite the anticipated support from corleagues at work,

mothers were divided on their feelings about work/no|herhood

compatibility. The postponement of marriage and

childbearing may have a positive effect for some of the
subjects' attachment to the rabour force (sorensen, 19g3).

However, the required restructuring of work and mothering
responsibilities appears to cause considerabre strain for
the career mother.

Beyond maternity leave, few options were identified as

being offered to mothers of smarr children or infants by

employers. Many different reasons for this were given

ranging from a feering that it vras not an emproyer issue but
one that should be addressed by the couple, to employers not
able to afford to offer services. However, ten mothers had

attempted to negotiate speciar childcare arrangements prior
to work re-entry with their employer, confirming skinners'
( 1 980 ) work which suggested that ', . . . dual--career couples are
increasingly interested in negotiating work arrangements. .. "
(p a79). The fact that s0% of the mothers had not
negotiated special arrangements may be due in part to the
difficulty in determining which arrangement would best meet

their needs.
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rn fact, five mothers had not negotiated special
arrangements with their empl0yer as they fert it .was too
earry to do this. This suggests a temporal. order for
coping. These mothers were aware that they needed to
negotiate with their empl0yer thus doing anticipatory coping
(McGrath, 1970). However, the timing of the implementation
or trying out the approach is an important part of the
process' and lends support to Forkman and Lazarus' (19g0)

theory of coping, changing and shifting over time. coping
can be thought of as a series of acts over time.

No one option offered by an e*ployer wirl meet the needs
of all of the mothers of this sample. Mothers identified a

totar of sixteen different options they would like to see

employers offer. rt appears flexibility in options for new

career women/mothers is necessary to assist them to cope
with work re-entry.

when general resources, which wourd prevent or moderate
the stress of work re-entry were elicited, the majority of
responses referred to childcare needs. This finding
confirms Dunlop's (1981) hypothesis that locating and

arranging for good chird care is a significant source of
stress for working mothers.

The majority of mothers (17) in this study had initiated
one or more concrete coping strategies rerated to future
work re-entry concerns, ê9. booked Day care space; ordered a
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home cleaning service; purchased a microwave. These

strategies courd be carled preventive or anticipatory in
nature in that they lrere alr done to reduce the potentiar
for stress during the work re-entry transition. They were

in various stages of completion and the timing of these
concrete coping strategies, both prenatally and post-
natally, confirms both the theory that coping is a process

and that once again time is required for its accomplishment
(McGrath, 1970).

Only one mother stated she had done pre-pregnancy

planning for work re-entry. This may relate to the temporar
aspects of the situation as threats which are not imminent,
i.e., work re-entry after a nine month pregnancy and three
months at home as a mother, may not have the abirity to be

perceived as a stressor and elicit overt activity.

Mothers idenLified that they had actually carried out
work re-entry pre-planning activities in three major areas,
child care, employment, and housekeeping. only one mother

identified that she had done a preplanning activity rerated
to maritar rerationship and work re-entry. The category
'Marital- relations' was also identified as a major stressful
event by four mothers in the coping questionnaire. This
suggests that there are, for some couples, stresses
associated with their marital rerationship for vrhich littl_e
pre-plann'ing act ivi ty had been done.
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the mother's cognitive coping work, as well as activities
carried out, the number of responses in arl categories
increase. However, no difference is found for the marital
relations category - onry one mother had done preplanning
activity in this area. It may be possible that the concrete
tasks of childcare, employment and housekeeping are easier
to predict and pran for than adaptations required in a

relat i onshi p.

rn this study, three mothers stated they had not made any
plans' cognitive or actuar, around work re-entry even though
they intended to return to work furl-time. "Appraisar_, the
cognitive process through which an event is evaruated with
respect to what is at stake... (Folkman & Lazarus, 19g0, p.
23)" is infruenced by the degree of stress experienced.
These three mothers had between 1z-17 weeks before work re-
entryr so possibly they did not feel threatened or
challenged to begin coping efforts at this time. This again
points out the importance of conceptuarizing coping as a
complex process ordered in time and interactionar in nature.

considerabre interest v¡as shown in the description and

identification of pre-planning work re-entry activities.
This possibry reflects the row IeveI of resources avairable
for mothers who wish to know more about what they can do to
prevent work re-entry stress. Mothers in this study used

few written resources, i.e., pamphrets, articles or books
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for work re-entry information. Given the high educationar
level and attendance at prenatar classes, this suggests that
these items are not avairabre, are difficult for mothers to
access or are not seen as the appropriate resources for this
area of concern.

rnterestingly, none of the non-health professionals (12)

had made or had been successfur in their attempt to make

speciai employment adjustments. whether this was because

there are less part-time opportunities for non-health
professionals or these mothers were unaware of the options,
were less aware of the need for this type of adjustment or
generarry did not want to use this coping strategy is
unknown. rt is known however that "...managers in hospitars
and school settings were perceived as being more supportive
(of breast feeding mothers) than managers in business
offices... " Reitsnider and Myers, 1995, p. zs7). perhaps

this also applies to the broader more indirect aspects of
work adjustments for new mothers ie. flextime, part-time,
job sharing, extended Ieave.

The choice of the present infant feeding method was

significantly influenced by work re-entry prans for seven

mothers. This lends support to the work of other
researchers who found work re-entry a factor in infant
feeding changes (Midgette, 1985, Goodine & Fried, 19g4). rn
this study the present infant feeding method was influenced
by work re-entry prans for bottle feeding mothers and those
mothers using a mixed feeding system only,
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None of the breastfeeding mothers stated that work re-
entry plans had influenced their present method of feeding.
This, together with the fact that alr breastfeeding mothers
were anticipating a change in their breastfeeding management

on work re-entry, suggests that work re-entry per s€, may

play a part in breastfeeding choices that v¡ere not accessed

by this study or that work re-entry is not a factor which
influences breast feeding mothers.

À11 mothers who intended to stop breast feeding on work

re-entry were using infant suckling as the only method of
breast milk expression. Manual or electric breast milk
expression is a skilr that must be acquired by the majority
of breast feeding mothers to be abre to breast feed and work
(Reintsnider and Myers, 1995). This suggest that these
mothers may be unaware of or rack knowredge of breast mirk
expression, may have already decided in the early postpartum
period that they did not need to acquire these skirrs, that
they had tried and faired, that the practice of artificial
expression was unacceptable to them, or that their work

environment was not conducive to this practice.

Partner/husband support appears to be an important
variable in breast feeding choices both in the initial
decision making (r'ierdhouse, 19gz) and, âs found in this
study, around work re-entry choices. À low rever of partner
support f or work and breast f eeding rì,as associated with a

planned reduction or cessation of breastfeeding on work re-
entry.
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Specific case studv resources

Day care concerns represented the largest category of.

stressful events (8). None of the mothers sought
information or assistance about day care services from
professionars, gcivernment agencies or other community

resources. Day care services in Manitoba are licensed by

community Services and usualry involve health professionals
in their operations. This surprising non-use by these
mothers suggests a rack of knowledge about how to access the
information they need.

However, family day care situations are not ricenced and
frequently information about their operation is extremery
difficult to access. This may account for four mothers,
appraisal of the situation being 'just to accept' the
position they were in.

Four mothers identified marital relations as the area
which presented an event of greatest stress. The resource
here vras the 'family' and more specificalry the partner.
These concerns did not involve resources external to the
couple's rerationship. This is not surprising as few

resources are available for these concerns

Rore conflict situations (5) appeared to have the least
resources. Three mothers had not sought assistance from
anyone else and felt they just had to get used to the
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situation. However, where assistance Fas sought, it was

outside t.he couple or famiry sphere. corleagues were seen

as helpful people to talk to.

A smarrer group of mothers (3) described infant health
care and work re-entry as a stressfur event. As with child
care services, none of the mothers had sought guidance from
a Hearth Professional, but two mothers fert they would seek

further infor.mation from friends with young children. The

other mother, having found that breast milk expression at
work v¡as going to be very di f f icurt f or her, v¡as concerned
about her baby's nutrition, but felt alr she could do was

acc.ept the situation. Despite the pubric Hearth Nurses'
earlier contact with these mothers they vrere not used by

these mothers for their infant health care concerns.

Though two mothers had identified their own mothers as

the most herpfur persons when motherhood and work re-entry
was consideredr Dêither mother had sought assistance for the
stressful event they described from their mothers. Mothers-
in-raw v¡ere not reported as support persons in this study.
This trend of different types of mothers utilizing different
resources was also seen by Franker and wise (1992), when

studying order mothers. one reason for this may be that
'older mothers' have 'older mothers' who were raised in a

time when most women who were married with chirdren stayed
at home. They wourd be less likery to have experienced a

career and may find it difficult to be a good'support'
person for their daughter or daughter-in-law.
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Mothers did not identify non-human resources when

describing their stressfur event. This may have been due to
lack of or unavailability of resources or may be due to the
instructions given outlining the response required rather
than an absence of other resources being used.

5.8 RECOMMENDÀTIONS ÀND IMPLICÀTIONS EOR NURSING

The recommendations that evolved from this research are
divided into three categories. The first category consists
of recommendations related to the conceptuar framev¡ork. The

second group of recommendations evolved from the three
research questions. Lastry, a third group of recommendations

are made regarding future research design.

The first group of recommendations reraLes to the
conceptual model of the Role Transition process, role theory
and coping theory. These recommendations have importance
for nursing theory and research. Nurses are increasingly
finding that social trends frequently influence a client,s
ability to manage his/her hearth status. comprex social
changes such as role transitions may require the use of
theoretical frameworks outside the disciprine of nursing.
The use of these frameworks by nursing adds depth and

breadth to nursing research. Às concepts are defined their
impact on hearth and the resulting nursing theory can be

delineated. This study found both Arren & van de vriert's
transition moder and Folkman and Lazarus' coping theory to
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be appricable to the ror-e transition situation of primipara
careerwomen. Questions were generated for both nursing
research and other hearth disciplines to address.

'1 . To f urther study the rore of 'apprai sat' in the
coping process to determine if it should be

considered a significant component to highlight in
Àllen & van de vliert's transition model. presently,
the model places the 'appraisal' component of the
coping process within the moderating steps. The

results of using this model with Folkman and Lazarus'
theoretical framework of coping suggests that the
choice of coping strategies used (reactions) may be

significantly influenced by the person's appraisal of
the event. whether a person experiences role strain
and chooses to react emotionalry or instrumentalry is
strongly infruenced by their perceptual/cognative
reaction or 'appraisal_ of the event'.

2. To identify the reasons why careerwomen/mothers found
such a contrast between their perception of society's
role expectations for careervromen/mothers and their
experiences and feelings in that new role. This wourd

assist nurses to be better prepared to provide
anticipatory guidance to prenatal v¡omen and supporÈ

and counselling for new careerwomen/mothers

experiencing rore strain in the transition process.
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3. To ident.ify the factors in role relationships which

best support the careerï¡oman/rnother posi t ion. Thi s

would allow coupres to appraise their situation and

make informed decisions about parenthood.

4. To further study careerwomen/mothers' work addressing
the task of preparation for the incorporation of
motherhood into work rife. For mothers in this study,
activity centered around the 'incorporation of a nevr

family member' into their Írork life rather than or as

well as into their family.
5. To further study the impact of preventative and

anticipatory rore transition coping as it rerates to
Folkman and Lazarus' theoreticar framework for
coping and Atren and van de Vriert's transition
modeI. coping has time dimensions and coping efforts
can be initiated before the event occurs. Neither
conceptual framework directly addresses this
possibility. preventative and anticipatory rore
transition coping courd impact on the amount of role
strain experienced during the process, the strategies
used to handre the strain and the potential for
successful outcomes.

The second group of recommendations evolved from

exploration using the three research questions: concerns;
coping strategies; and resources. These recommendations

have direct implications for nursing practice and research.
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Nursing ability to promote a healthy lifestyre with dual
career couples during the childbearíng/rearing period wourd

be enhanced by a clearer understanding of the rore
transition experience of careerwomen and the coping methods

and resources they find useful. rn this vray nurses can

encourage, support and share those coping methods and

resources which are generally considered herpfur while those
placing the family at risk can be identified, discouraged
and prevented. This study began the process of
identification of work re-entry concerns, the grouping of
coping strategies and the exploration of resources available
to primiparous career$¡omen. The folrowing recommendations

would further Nursing's abirity to provide good care.

1. To determine if the type and source of strain
primiparous careerwomen face as they prepare to re-
enter the work force differs from that of non-career
v¡omen. This study found that primiparous careerwomen

face role transition concerns exclusivery rel_ated to
work re-entry. rt wourd be advantageous to nursing
practice to know if non-careerwomen/mothers

experience the same type of concernsr so that target
groups can be identified and prediction can occur.

2. To exprore vrays health professionals can work with
employers to enable careerwomen/mothers to have a

range of suitable work options. Mothers in this
study required a range of work options to ease the
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stress of work re-entry. Hearth professionals such as

occupational Health Nurses could work with employers

and careerlroman facilitating and acting as advocates

for more flexibility in work demands.

To investigate strategies to improve access to, and

information about, Daycare/tamiry care opportunities.
Mothers in this study experienced difficulty
accessing information about these services. public

Health Nurses skilled in community resource

information are in the unique position of being able
to test various communication strategies which wourd

improve access to information.
To identify the medium most appropriate to deliver
information on work re-entry strategies after
childbirth to careerwomen. Mothers in this study

wanted more information. Howeverr wê do not know how

they would Iike to receive this information. It is
important for nurses to know the most appropriate
medium when providing information to client groups.

To investigate the factors involved in the

relationship between the belief in 'shared career
priorization' and the actual behaviour of career
couples. Mothers in this study believed in shared

career priorization but were not actualizing their
belief. Health professionars need crarification of
this dichotomy in order to appropriately provide
family counselling during the work re-entry role
transition period.

¿.

5.
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6. To identify the type of prenatal/postnatal
intervention which would foster husband/partner

support and assistance during the work re-entry
transition phase. Husband/partner support and

assistance v¡as identified as strongly influencing the
ease of and ability to re-enter the work force
successfulry. This study found husband/partner

support a key factor in a mother's decision to
continue breastfeeding after work re-entry. Nurses

shourd incrude husbands /partners in this discussion
area.

7- To study the husband/partner's perception of work re-
entry strain, coping strategies and resources

availabre to his wíf.e/partner and compare. Little is
known about the husband/partner's perception of the
work re-entry transition process, despite the fact he

is a key person in the nevr triad. Nurses need to know

what new fathers feel are the pressing issues at work

re-entry to be able to support and counsel the
couple.

The rast group of recommendations rerate to the research
design. These recommendations have direct imprications for
future nursing research.

1. This was a smarl exprorative study. À more extensive
study should be conducted using a cross section of
prirniparous working women/mothers from various
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occupations with career and non-career vromen being
equally represented. This al1ows for some

replication of the findings as werl as generation of
further categories and relationships.
A rongitudinal study should be done to identify the
factors involved in the process of transition from
primigravida careervroman to careerwoman/mother.

Coping efforts have time dimensions. The rol_e

transition from primigravida careerwoman to
careerwoman/rnother also occurs over time. Major
factors involved in coping with the totar rore
transition process need to be identified. To assist
women and their partners during this period of time,
nurses wourd benefit from more information about the
role transition process of work re-entry and its
impact on motherhood.

To further develop the 'ways of coping' checklist to
have the capabirity to measure the effectiveness of
strategies used for the particular stressful event
identified. The need for a carefur- study of the
nature and substance of people's coping repertoires
and the effectiveness of different ways of coping is
considered to be important. This study used Folkman

and Lazarus' checklist of coping strategies which
lacks an effectiveness component for a particurar
work re-entry stressfur event. Future research shourd
establish the effectiveness of coping behavioursr so

3.
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that nurses can then address ways of promoting these
behaviours in individuals who encountered rore
strain, as well as those at risk for a potentially
stressful situation.
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À.1 PURPOSE

There are family changes which can over time be expectedand have a strong normative component. The transition toparenthood is usually considereã to be of this variety.
However the change in economic and social systems thai israpidly taking place.today, produces differånt i;rniltstructures and dynamics. Here in these new or modifiedfamilies there appears to be few normative guiaárl;¿; orexpectations and for some situations the vaíiant formscollide with the more traditionar norns. Dual careerfamilies are an exampre of one of these new situations.studies indicate_ that coping generally in a duar-"ã"pr.career relationship can be stressful. women are espä"iarlyaffected by these trends. TÞ" timing and ".qu.n"inõ-orevents in women' s I ives, including tlie postponement ofchildbearing, is changing. rt is-usualiy tñe vroman whofaces the issues of occupational conseguences and addressesthe practical parenting concerns.during the childbearin!phase. we know that the transition to parenthood is a timeof stress and we know that once mothers have returnãd toemployment they frqq.many difficurties (napoport anã-Rapoport, 1963, 1965). we do not know the-sþecific concernsof new mothers before they re-enter the workiorce, how theysopg with these concerns and what resources are or should beavailable for them.

These changes in the transition to parenthood will haveramifications for health care professiðna1s, especiãirvnurses. clients wilr be preseñted with altered-views offamily problems and hearth concerns. Ðiscussion, å=iistanceand resorution of these problems or concerns wili take newforms. Nurses have arways had !h" unique opportunity towork with crients_during the childbearíng plrãse, and nowrequire more knowredge, skirl. and instrumeñts to herp themmeet the needs of the mother/career vroman.

A.2 RESEÀRCH OUESTIONS

1. what are the work re-entry concerns facing primiparous
women as they prepare to return to their careérË?

2- How do plimiparous women cope with work re-entrystressors prior to returning to their careers?
3. which resources prevent or moderate the stress of rol_etransition for primiparous women as they prepare to returnto their careers?
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À.3 RESEARCH DESIGN

TÞ. design is exploratory-descriptive. euantitative andqualitative dara wirl be cottected utirizinõ-ãn.-ã*iiti"ginstrument, and a demographic questionnaire"anã-inlår"i""
schedule developed for this investigation. No causalrelationships can be inferred from [nis design, [;;;;".hypotheses may be generated f rom this preli.mínåry-åiuaywhich can be tested in future investigätions

A.4 METHODOLOGV

- The target population for this study is career womenbetween the ages_of twenty-five and thirty-five in iir.oostpartum period 2 to 6 months after the birth of irreirfirst _baby. The subjects wirl be selecled over a 2 monthperio{, using a convenience, non-probabiritv iã*prinämethod. Formal requests for a tolal of twe-nty sluj.ãt= wilrbe made from various Hearth.and occupationar ;.iti;;;. Thetggþniqg" of snov¡balt _sampling will ätso be used. s"ui."iÃ
1i11 (?) be approached in-perãon by rhe i;;.;tigåto.-t"determine their inreresr in par!icipating in-ahi;-slu¿y or
fbl respond by telephoning tire lnrreãlituto, for moreinformation after having heard about tñis study. upon the
:ubjects willingness -to participate an àppointirent-iã, rheinterview will be made. The inierview "iir takÀapproximately 1 1/2 hours. At the time of the interview theconsent (see attached) form_îi1l be signed. The ,"Ëj."twill be asked if she wourd rike to rè"Ë1". a summary of theresearch results and she wirl be thanked for herparticipation.

A.5 PROPOSED METHOD OF DATA ÀNÀLYSIS

_ Thg sampre size is small (20) and non-random, therefore,descriptive statistics with some limiLed computations arethe parameters of choice. The results wilr il ;it"ätionspecific and ï.tlr no! be generalized to the tarte;---popuration. TÞ. analysis-wir1 be based on the ihreeresearch questions (see A2). Data wirr be generatåã at theinterval, ordinal, nominal and descriplive revels.
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A.6 PROTECTION OF RIGHTS OF SUBJECT

To protect.the rights of individuars in this researchpotential subjects wirl be (a) given a verbal_ expranation of
!h" process and purpose of the õtuAy, (b) given ã-- -
dg!.ription of the benefits r".son.ËÍy to Ë" expected, (c)offered the.opportunity to ask questiõns 

"on".riing irr.process of inquiry, (d) instructed that they are i;"; towithdraw their consent and to discontinue pårtiòipaiion inthe research at any time without pre judice to ttreñ, 
- 
iu igiven assurance of confidentialitv ana anonymity, tfj toldof the volunarry narure of rhei! participation;'ånå-igi---

_offered a copy of the results if ltrey so-desirå. lbasea onunited states Department of Hearth, Ëducation, an¿'wãrfare:Protection of Human Subjects , 1g7g).

This research proposal has arso been approved by theschoor of Nursing Ethical Review committeél univeråiiy ofManitoba (see attached).
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CONSENT FORM

My name is pearl stoker, and r am conducting research atthe university of Manitoba as a graduate studeñt in Nursing.Th9 purpose of the research is tõ explore the special workrelated concerns of new mothgrs_like-yourself .'= yoù prup.r"to return to your career. Littre is Ëno"n about it" waywomen cope with the concerns surrounding their caràã, re-entry

r am asking yoy for your consent to participate becauseyou are a first-time mother who has identified-trrãt-y""intend to return to your career after you! baby's birth. Byypur_par!icipation in this.research yo-u wirl b.e á"ii=t:.ng iírthe development of a relatively new Ëody of nursingresearch. Nurses will gain an understaiding ot-ããie..mother's concerns, be bètter able to proviãã ãñtlãiõ.roryguidance to future career/mothers at Þrenatal crasses andcontinue to deverop maternar/chird 
""t,ri"." which meet theneeds of career women. r am.asking you to give àpóiã*i-matery 1 1/2 hours gf your time to"uáã""r some questions.Answers to any part icular quest ion ( s ) rnay be o*ittãa.

Your name wirl not be identified on the questionnaires oraudio tapes (if used). your name or addresá wirl not appearin ?ly.ot the resul-ts of this study. -Ã""u"" to the raw datais limited ro myserf and my ResearËh tvpiÀil -it-yãu-ur"
interested in e summary of the resultÃ'õiease check the boxbelow and supply your mailing address. '

--^oglilrg trre course of this reseach r can be reached at668-3582 if you need further crarification of the researchproject. you may withdraw from the "iuãv witrrouijeopardizíng your future health care.
Your assistance with this research is sincerelyappreciated. Thank y9u for vorunteering your timå.sign this f orm as an- indication of yo,ri-roi1lin;;;;;participate in this research

Thank you once again.given to you.

Please
to

À copy of the consent form will be

Date

Date

Results summary requested

Name

Participant' s signature

Researcher' s signature

Yes No

Mailing Address

Postal Code
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C.1 INTERVTEW SCHEDULE OUTLINE

INTERVIEW SCHEDULE

1. DEMOGRAPHIC DÀTA

i) Cultural Normative Typification of Samp1e

a) Women's Role

b) Role Satisfaction (seIf )

c) Career Commitment (seIf)
d) Knowledge of Infant Care and Work Demands

ii) Infants Influence on Mother's RoIe

a) Infant HealLh

b) Infant Sex

c) Feediñg practices

d) Infant Behaviour

iii) Management with postparturn period

a) professionals as a Resource

b) Role Cycling

c) Satisfaction with RoÌe Management

iv) Mother's Hea1th

a) Mother's Health Status

b) Mental health During postpartum period

v) Resources and Support

a) Ease of Work Re-entry

b) planning for Work Re-entry

c) partners Support

d) General Support
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vi) Work Condition Factors

a) Collegua1 Relationships

b) Role Dilemmas

c ) I^lorking Àrrangements
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A DEMOGRAPHIC INFORMATION Date

Interviewer

"The first set of
information about
different types of
s ituat ions . "

questions asks for general
you so that I can understand howpeople feel about certain

1¡",

2¡:,

3 )'k

4)

Mother's Age

Age of baby

Length of employment in career

Occupation

years

weeks

s)

_years months

Canada

U.S.A.

Place of birth

No. of years Canadian citizen

6) Education Level: less than high school: Grade

High School Graduate

CoIlege Graduate

Community College Graduate

University Graduate

Masters Graduate

Ph. D

When you return to work will you be employed:

Ful l- t ime

7)

Part-time
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B¡''. Age of baby when mother intends to return to work:

9 ) Before your baby's birth did you work:

FuIl-time

Part - t ime

10) Did you attend prenatar crasses? _yes

11) Did you have a cesarean birth ? _yes

rz) Did you have any complications after the labour and
ds I ivprrr ?

_yes
Specify if yes

weeks

no

no

13) Is this a planned baby? _yes

14¡'t Does the baby's father líve in your household?

_yes

Note: :kThese questions aïe to determine subject'ssuitability for study.

no
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B. CONCEPTUAL CATEGORTES

Interviev/er:

"The second set of questions seeks to obtain
information from you regarding your beliefs andfeelings about women's roles and youï role as a
mother and career vroman."

CATEGORY 1.

1) could you tell me which of these three situations best

describe your beliefs about women's roles:

a) A women's role should be primarily devoted to being

a housewif e-wif e-mother .

b) A woman must accept as important other activities
and goals in her Iife (such as work outside the

home) but I believe women should concentrate on

housework, childcare, cooking, etc., and men should

support the family financially, fix the car, mow the

lawn, etc.

c) A woman's role basically is no different from a
mants-

(a) (b) (c)

2) what are your attitudes towards a married woman engagingin:

a) A 'career' (which is described as a long-term

occupational commitment). Are you

rtttt
l.....-"""............'.....-t-l-i-¡
strongly favour neutral agaiñst---strongfy
favour . agaiñst
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tob) A 'job' (an activity to add interest and/or

supplement family income). Are you

lll--r rlt_lstrongly favour neut,ral against
favour

strongly
against

c) Voluntary activities (activity not for money, but
that is time consuming). Are you

Itl-- rstrongly favour neutral against strongly
against

toasa

favour

Do you consider the position you are returning
job, volunLary activity or career?

job voluntary activity career

Do you feel your career development or working plans:
(check one)

take priority over partners'

are equally shared between yourself and
your partner's career plans

place your partner's work slightly ahead
of your o!ùTl career development

Birr and sue are rawyers equarly dedicated to their work

which ís for separate firms. They both work very hard,
rong hours and are rate getting home. They have a one-

year ord child who has been competentry cared for in a

private home situation. However, Birr has been feering
increasingry that he is not being rooked after in the
way he has wanted and expected in marriage and has been

putting considerable pressure on Sue to give up her

3)

4)

s)
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professionar work and be a better homemaker and mother.
Do you think...

That Sue should quit her v¡ork entirely
as Bill suggests?

That she should try for part-time work

in the same firm?

That he should change his expectations
at home so that she can continue her career?

That they both should reduce the time
they work and both spend more time at home?

None of the above (other suggestions)

6) Do you feer that you are doing what you arways wanted to
do in having a baby to look after?
t¡t¡lI i-i-t-.---ryes mostly ambivalent -iõstïy 

- noYes no

7) which person(s) in your rerationships wourd you identify
as being the most herpful v¡hen it comes to concerns
about motherhood and your career?

1.

2.

J.
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8) Have you had experience in infant care in the past by,
a) paid job or career

_great deal medium _little no contact

b) informar contact with very young brothers or sisters
_great deal medium _Iittle no contact

c) informal contact with babies of relatives
_great deal medium _little no contact

d) teenage babysitting

_great deal medium _little no contact

e) babysitting for a friend:

_great deal medium _little no contact

f) other?

9) a) How much opportunity have you had to have an indepth
discussion around the managing of a career and

infant care with a colleague or friend

great moderate
i--t--t
some very none

I itr ledeal amount

b) How many books or journar articles have you read on

managíng a career and infant care?

more than three
ItrIr,

three two one none
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c) How much opportunity have you had to discuss

managing a career and infant care with a Health
profes s ional ?

tfttr
l-l-¡-i-rgreat moderate some very nonedeal amount IitLIe

d) If yes to c) with which Health professionals?

Phys ician Nurse SocíaI Worker

Other (specify)

10) a) rn a general sense when you consider your beriefs
about your new role of career woman/mother and

society's expectatíons, has this been something that
v/as difficult to come to grips r,¡ith?

_yes

If yes or maybe

no maybe

b) when you consider this concern how stressfur was itfor you?

ttttll-r-i-i_r
extremery stressful average not rea=Î$-iotstressful stressfui stressful

at all
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CATEGORY 2

Intervie\,{er:

"This next section focuses on the care needs ofyour baby"

1) a) rn a general sense do you consider youï baby to be
an easy baby to care for?

ll
l--l

easy average difficultvery
easy

b) Does your baby

If yês, describe:

have a medical condition of any

YCS

very
d iff icult

sort ?

no

c) Has your

feelings

Explain

You intend to
choice of the
fact ?

baby's behaviour or health

about returning to work?

influenced your

2)

3)

4)

Sex of baby

Do you breast feed

breast

or

return to work,
present feeding

boy

bottle feed your

bottle

g irI

baby?

mixed

how strongly was the
method influenced by this

ll
t_lstrongly average weakvery

strongly not at
aII

+ + J -!. -1. .r. r'. r,¡ -r- ìr. -.. .'. _'- J. ú ¿ -i- .r. rr. r'. .r. -r. rr- rr. rr. r'. r'- .r. rr- -r. ¿ rr- -r- J. J. rr. rr- -L -r- rr¡,r ,r ¿i ,i ts 7l )( ¡l 7; ;í z; ?Í ;i :r ,i ,i 7. ,i ti ¿i ti ;í ;i 7í;í f; ;¡ ,i ¿i ,i z. ,. ,. 7i ?t ìi ;-;i ?; zf:t¡ :t':t' :tS:k :k JC :k /S :k :tS:k Jf :k *:k Jf :k:i-
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5 ) Breast feeding mothers only

a) How do you intend to manage breast feeding when you
return to work?

stop breast feeding

reduce breast feeding

no change

other

b) rf a change v¡irl be required in your normar patterns
of breast feeding, how stressful wilr this be foryou?

ttf¡

'-i:i r 
Iextremely stressTul average not ãS---îotstressful stressful stressful

at all

c) How supportive of breast feedíng, while working, do
you feel- your partner is?
ft
lt Iiieffi;t supportive not verysupportive supportive supportive

d) Do you use a breast purnp regularly?
yes sometimes

e) Do you use hand expression regularly?
yes no sometimes

f) Do you use a formura occasionarry - at reast once a
week?

noyes



s)

h)

What do you consider
to breast feeding at
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the greatest híndrancewill be
work?

Do you

cries

feel you can

and movements

no

identify your baby's different
accurate Iy?

not yetyes
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CATEGORY 3

IntervievJer:

"The next 4 questions seek to obtain a picture ofyour role as mother and some idea about howsatisfied you are with that role".

1) Becoming a mother for the first time often requires a

woman to rearn new skilrs- and ways of checking outprobrems. H9r frequenrly have yoú sought a HeälthprofessíonaI's advice on avera[e?

weekly

bi-monthly

bi-weekly

not at all
monthly

2) rt has been said that the new working mother is like a

circus juggler. She must keep the rores of mother,
wife, and employee all in motion, balanced and

complimentary. t.lhire she temporariry focuses on one she

cannot totarly ignore arl the others. Have you fert you

have been able to temporarily put your career on hold
whire you took on the responsibirities of motherhood, or
do you feel it has intruded on your time with your baby?

career toLaIIy on hold

career partially on hold

career partially intruding
career was very demanding and interfered
with responsibilities of motherhood.



3) Reviewing

sat isfied

Iife with

time from your

you feel about

new baby?

baby's birth
your ability
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to today, how

to manage your

the

do

the

I
I

very
satisf ied

Explain

with the

returning

motherhood

to work?

role influenced

unsure

sat isf ied average mildly
sat isf ied

unsatisfied

4) Has your experience

your feelings about

yes no
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CATEGORY 4

IntervievJer:

"This set of questions deals with your ov¡n hearth
statustt

1) How would you rate your hearth status during the time
you have been home with your baby?

very healthy healthy
a few irritating problems (eg. poor

appetite, fatigue, sleeplessness, etc. )

2) Did you experience a period of crying during your

hospitarization or after you returned home for which you

felt out of control and confused?

yes no maybe

3) Did you experience immediately on home-coming feerings
of being on edge, unabre to sleep soundly, unabre to
concentrate on tasks, very sensitive to the baby's
behaviour which then lasted for up to two weeks?

yes maybe

4) Later, after being at home for three weeks, did you have

feelings of depression that came and went but did not
have any physical symptoms?

yes no maybe
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5) a) Did you have periods of depression with major
symptoms which lasted 2 weeks at a time?

_ yes no mavbe

b) check symptoms you had which rasted 2 v¡eeks

frank feelings of anxiety and/or
depres s ion

panic attacks

fear/avoidance of social contacts
Iow self confidence

Iow concentration

appetite and/or sleep disturbance

feelings of listlessness and irritability

6) Has your hearth status infruenced your feelings about
returning to work?

Explain
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CATEGORY 5

Interviewer:

"This next group of questions explores with youyour plans, surrounding returning to your
occupation".

1) As the day of returníng to work approaches do you feel
the transition to the working mother rore is going to be

Itl
t_t_t I

Ivery
diffícult

diff icult easy very @t
easy about ít

2) Have you made speciar prans which wilr herp you when you

return to work and try to manage the rores of mother,

employee and wife?

childcare

housekeeping

transportation

employment alternatives
other

3) wourd you describe your partner's support for yourfuture working mother role as:
l¡t¡
r_t_¡t
very strongly supportive neutral non- very non-supportive supportive suppórtive
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4 ) When lookíng for support and assistance do you feel:
more opportunities for support and assistance

than anyone could ever use

average, with just a little extra support and

assistance for emergencies

average support and assistance but nothing for
emergenc ies

few opportunities for support and assistance at
present

only partner support and assistance and a person/

centre to look after the baby

5) If you had to pick one resource which would prevent or

moderate the stress invorved in returning to your career

what would it be?

1.

6) In a general sense, when looking at your level of
support and assistance available has this area been a
concern of yours:

yes no maybe

If yês, how stressful is/was it?
tttttl-l=r-i-r
extremely stressful average not really not
stressful stressful stressful

at all

)
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CATEGORY 6

Interviewer:

"Finally, the last group of questions tries toidentify some of the issues and feelings invorvedin returning to the work force. "

1) As a ne\{ mother returning to work do you anticipate that
your relationships or ínteraction with working

colleagues wiII have altered in any way?

a) Male colleagues yes

In what way?

OR

Male colleagues No

Please explain

b) Female colleagues yes

In what way?

OR

Female colleagues No

Please explain



2) How

be

I

suppor

of your

Eive do you think

new dual role of

your co

working

I Ieagues

mo ther ?

I
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are going to

I

3) some vromen tend to have mixed feelings about returning
to work after having their first baby. Could you teII
ffiê, as close as you can if any of the following
statements match a concern of yours and how strongly you

agree or disagree.

very supportive
supportive

unsupportive very
supportive

the things I will have to

extra demands on my time.

unknown

all
place

I

a) I am concerned about

organize which will

strongly agree not
agree considered

dísagree strongly
disagree

b) I am concerned

neighbours are
I

I

strongly agree

about how others;

going to react to
ltl_l

not
cons idered

friends, relatives
mv return to work.

disag
ltt-l
lree strongly

disagreeagree

c) I am concerned about
responsibilities that
how I wiII be able to
between my career and

lf
t_lstrongly agree

agree

the changes and
a baby brings to my life and
work out t.he new balance
motherhood.

not
cons idered

disagree strongly
disagree



d) I am concerne

friends and T

d about

elat ives

decrease in

ter I return
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contact with
to work.

the

af
rlt_l
strongly agree

agree
not

cons idered
disagree s trong Iy

d isagree

e) I am concerned about
going to fit in with
aspirations.

how well my
my long term

parenting role is
career

fl
l_lstrongly

agTee
agree not

cons idered
d i s agree s trong Iy

disagree

4) Do you believe your work as
is compatíble with youï nertl
they fit together smoothly
to be made?

If yês, in what ways?

you expect to return to ittask of motherhood? WiIl
or will certain changes have

If no, lrhy not?

Unsure (explain)
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5 ) Does your employer offer any standard benefits oï
services to mothers of smarl children or infants?
T"f yês, what are they?

If no, do you know why not?

6) H?t-. you negotiated any spgcial working arrangementswith your emproyer or a cõrreague when"yo" iãE"r" towork?

If yês, what are they?

7 ) rf you had the option what changes wourd you rike to see

in working arrangements that you feer wourd rear-ry be of
benefit to you when you return to work?

1.

'2.

J.

4.

5.
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COPING QUESTIONNÀIRE

The purpose of this guestionnaire is to find out the
kinds of work rel-ated situations that troubLe new mothers
when they are arranging to return to their careers and how
these new mothers deal- r+ith these situations.

PÀRT I

Please take a few minutes and think about an event or
situation that has been the most stressful for you as you
pran to return to your career. This event/situation should
be strongly and directly related to your decision aboutreturning to work. The event/situation shourd have occured
in the last month. By "stressful" I mean an event/situation
which was difficuLÈ to handle or troubled you, either
because it made you feel bad or because it took effort to
deal with. It might have been something directry rerated toyour career such as working conditions or colleagual
relationships, your family and your career, or *ítt your
social Iife and your career.

I n .the space beLow please .descr ibe the most stressf ul
evenE/sítuation, rerated to your decision to return to work,
during the past month. Describe what happened and incLude
details such as the place, who was involved, what you did,
what made it important to you, and perhaps what ted up to
the situation. The situation could also be one that is
going on right now as well as one that has al.ready happened.
Don't worry about making it into an essay.,.just put down
the major things that come to mind. If you prefer we can
use the tape recorder and you can tell me about the event or
situation instead.

Firstly have you identified a situation or event?

Do you wish to write it down or tape it?

wr i tten

I f written please use

taped

the space on the next page.
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OUESTION

on a scale of one to ten, how stressfur was this situationfor you? (place an x on the f.inef-

1 2 3 4 s 6 7 8 9 10I l. l-l--l-i-i-i-Í 
IextremeJ.y moaeratety 

-m'iy
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PART II

\^IAYS OF COPING

Thinking about the situation you have just described, put a

check in the "Yes" or trNor? corumn for each item, depending on

whether that item applied to you.

Yes No

1. Just concentrated on what you had to do
next--the next step

Z. You went over the problem again and
again in your mind to try to understand it

3. Turned to work or substitute activity to
take your mind off things

4. You felt that time would make a difference,
the only thing to do was to wait.

5. Bargained _or compromised to get something
positive from the situation.

6. Did something which you thought wouldn't
work, but at Ieast you tvere doing something.

7. Got the person responsible to change his
or her mind.

8. Talked to someone Lo find out more about
the situation.

9. Blamed yourself.

10. Concentrated on something good that could
come out of the whole thing.
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NoYes

11. Criticized or lectured yourseif.

12. Tried not to burn your bridges behind you,
but leave things open somewhat.

13. Hoped a miracle would happen.

14. Went along with fate; sometimes you just
have bad luck.

15 . \¡Jent on as if nothing had happened.

16. FeIt bad that you couldn't avoid the problem.

77 . Kept your feelings to yourself.

18. Looked for the "silver lining," so to speak;
tried to look on the bright side of things.

19. Slept more than usual

20. Got mad at the people or things that
caused the problem.

2I. Accepted sympathy and understanding from
someone.

22. ToId yourself things that helped you to
feel better.

23. You were inspired to do something creative.

24. Tried to forget the whole thing.

25. Got professional help and did what they
recommended.
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Yes No

26. Changed or grew as a. person in a good viay.

27. Waited to see what would happen.

28. Did something totally new that you never
would have done if this hadn't happened.

29. Tried to make up to someone for the bad
thing that happened.

30. ì4ade a plan of action and followed it.

31. Accepted the next best thing to what you
wanted.

32. Let your feelíngs out somehow.

33. Realized you brought the problem on yourself.

34. You came out of the experience better than
when you went in.

35. Talked to someone who could do something
concrete about the problem.

36. Got away from it for a while; tried to
rest or take a vacation.

37. Tried to make yourself feel better by
eating, drinking, smoking, taking
medication, etc.

38. Took a big change or did something very
risky.

39. Found nev¡ faith or some important truth
about life.
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No

40

41

42

Tried not to act too hastily or followyour first hunch.

Joked about it.

Maintained your
upper 1ip.

pride and kepr a stiff

Rediscovered what is important in Iife

Changed something
ouL aII right.

Avoided being wirh

so things would turn

people in general

43.

44.

45.

46.

48

Didn't let it get to you; refused tothink too much about it.

47. Asked someone you respected for advice
and followed it.

Kept others from knowing how bad things
vrere.

Made light of the situation; refused toget too serious about ít.

Talked to someone about how you werefeeling.

Stood -your ground and fought for what you
wanted.

52 Took it out on other people

Drew on your past experiences; you werein a similar situatiòn before.

49

50

51

53
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Yes No

54. Just took things one step at a time.

55. You knew what had to be done, so you
doubled your efforts and tried harder

: to make things work.

56. Refused to believe that it had happened.

57. Made a promise to yourself that things
v¡ould be dif f erent next time.

":. 58. Came up with a couple of dif f erent
' solutions to the problem.

59. Accepted it, since nothing could be done-

60. Wished you v¡ere a stronger person--more
optimistic and forceful

61. Accepted your strong feelings, but didn't
let them interfere with other things
too much

62. Wished that you could change what had
happened

63. l,lished t
you felt

hat you could change the waY

64. Changed something about yourself so that
you could deal with the situation better.

65. Daydreamed or imagined a better time or
place than the one you were in.

66. Had fantasies
might turn out

or wishes about how things
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)4e s No

67 . Thought about fantastic or unreal thíngs
( Iike the perfect revenge or finding
a million dollars ) that made you feel better.

68. l,Jished that the situation would go away
or somehow be over with.

69. Did something different from any of the
above.

:k :k :'.' :k :'c :k :k :k :k :'c :k :k :k :k >k :k :'r :k :'r :'c :! :k :k J< :k Jc :k ;! :k :k :k :k Ji :k :k :k Jc :i- Jc :k :t :k :k :k :t :k :k :i- :t :k :k :',- Jr /c Jr:k /c :k :'ç :k :'s Js
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TO SUMMARIZE

Yes No

In general, is the situation you described earlier one

a) that you could change or do something about?

b) that must be accepted or gotten used to?

c) that you needed to know more about
before you could act?

d) in which you had to hold yourself back
from doing what you wanted to do?
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LETTER OF CONFIRMATION

161 Keedian Drive,
Birdshill, Manitoba

ROE OHO
( date )

(titte)
( address )

Dear

. ,Thank you for agreeing to participate in this study. Àsindicated on the terephone, the study is to describe ttre
concerns new mothers like yourself, have as they prepare toreturn to work, identify the various ways of coping with
these concerns and to look at the resources whièh áreavailable to you.

I.am a Registered Nurse and I am completing the
requirements for a Master of Nursing Degree.

This letter is to acknowledge your willingness toparticipate in the study and to assure you oñce again thatall information you provide will be kept in confidence.
r also wish to confirm with you the date, time and prace

of the interview. This is the information that r believe we
arranged on the telephone.

Date

PIace

Time

If, for any reason,
please call me between
the following number

and at this number

I look forward to meeting you.

this becomes inconvenient for your
the hours of and _or between the hours of

at

Sincerely

Pear1 L. Stoker



(Request to institutions and agencies)

209

161 Keedian Drive,
Birdshill, Manit.oba

ROE OHO
( date )(titre)

(address)

Dear

r am conducting research at the university of Manitoba as
? graduate student in Nursing. The purpose of the researchis to explore the special woik reratèd concerns of nev¡
mothers and how they prepare to return to their careers.

I.ry requesting permission to contact your nursing
supervisors and supply information about ltre study. Aftercontact r will be requesting that the information be sharedwith field staff invorved with women in the childbearingphase. The field staff will be asked to share this
inf ormat ion with the vromen they give service to. I finterested in participating or seeking more information my
name and phone number shourd be left with the client.

For your convenience r have enclosed the forlowing: anabstract of my research proposar; evidence that the frroposalhas been approved by the Ethicar Review committee of- theschool of Nursing, university of Manitoba; and the consent
form to be used with the subjects.

Thank you for your cooperation and consideration. I
would be pleased to provide you with any additionalinformation you may require. I look foiward to receivingyour decision at your earliest convenience.

S incerely

Pearl L. Stoker
Work # 452-3411 ext 227
Home # 668-3582
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(Request to Business Women's C1ubs and Women's Networks)
161 Keedian Drive,

Birdshill, Manitoba
ROE OHO

(date )(titte)
(address)

Dear

I am conducting research at the University of Manitoba as
a graduate student in Nursing. The purpose of the research
is to explore the special work related concerns of new
mothers and how they prepare to return to their careers.

I am requesting permission to supply your membership with
information about my study. This can be done by using: a
poster; a note in a newsletter (see example); a short (10
minute) presentation; or other methods you may feel are more
appropriate for your organization.

For your convenience I have enclosed the following: an
abstract of my research proposal; evidence that the proposal
has been approved by the Ethical Review Committee of the
School of Nursing, University of l"lanitoba; and the consent
form to be used with the subjects.

Thank you for your cooperation and consideration. I
would be pleased to provide you with any additional
information you may require. I look forward to receiving
your decision at your earliest convenience.

S i nce rely

PearÌ L. Stoker
Work # 452-3411 ext 227
Home # 668-3582
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ÀDVERTI SEMENT

Masters in Nursing student needs first time
mothers for a research project with infant between
1 and 6 months old who intends to return to
empl-ovment. Interview time 1 1/2 hours to
complete 2 questionnaires. À11 information
strictly confidential. Participants can request a
summary of results. Phone Pearl Stoker, 668-3582.

NOTE

I am a Masters in Nursing student seeking subjects
for a research project. If you are, or know of, a
first time mother living in or near Winnipeg with
an infant between 1 and 6 months old and you
intend to return to employment, please consider
volunteer ing . r nter"G;r TEe I i /z hours to
complete 2 questionnaires. ÀI1 information
strictly confidential. Participants can request a
summary of results. Phone Pear1 Stoker, 668-3582.
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